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Preface
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Critical direction and input in the development of the Corporate Engagement Plan was provided by
The Vancouver Agreement’s Corporate Engagement Team. Members of the Corporate Engagement
Team consist of:
Isobel Donovan – Executive Coordinator, The Vancouver Agreement Coordination Unit
Katrina Elliot - Manager, Community Initiatives, Inner-City Partnerships Branch, Ministry of
Community Services
Jean Kavanagh - Communications Director, The Vancouver Agreement Coordination Unit
John Magor – Senior Business Officer, Western Economic Diversification
Wendy Au – Manager, Special Projects, City of Vancouver
Participants at the February 7th, 2006 Corporate Engagement Visioning Workshop are also
acknowledged for their invaluable input to the development of the Corporate Engagement Vision
and overall corporate engagement planning process. Please refer to Appendix A for a complete list
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Executive Summary
Introduction

In 2000, the Vancouver Agreement (“VA”), a unique collaborative partnership between the
Government of Canada, the BC Provincial Government and the City of Vancouver, was formed to
work towards long-term sustainable solutions for Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside (“Downtown
Eastside”). In order to successfully implement sustainable solutions, the VA must attract and retain
support from the business sector, otherwise referred to as corporate engagement. Grant Thornton
LLP (“Grant Thornton”) and Hudema Consulting Group Limited have been engaged to develop a
Corporate Engagement Plan (vision, goals, strategies, target market analysis and opportunities), as
well as a Partners Benefits Approach and marketing approaches to support the Corporate
Engagement Plan.

For the purposes of this assignment, corporate engagement is defined as “the act of
attracting and retaining support from the business sector to assist in the creation of a
healthy, sustainable, inclusive, and engaged Downtown Eastside community”. The above
definition takes into account a wide spectrum of support that can be bestowed by businesses to the
VA and the Downtown Eastside, including:
Corporate Grants:

Financial contributions without expectations of direct financial return

Corporate Resources:

Resources in lieu of cash (e.g. human resources, professional services,
space, materials and technological resources), without expectations of
direct financial return

Corporate Investment: Financial investment in land, buildings, companies, individuals, or other
groups with the expectation of financial return
Business Location:

The act of physically locating all or part of business operations within the
Downtown Eastside

Corporate Procurement: Consciously choosing to purchase products or services from the
Downtown Eastside businesses or employing residents from the Downtown Eastside
Trends in Corporate Responsibility

Corporate responsibility (“CR”) is a growing concept that is being practiced by businesses across
several of Canada’s economic sectors. Approximately 41 % of Canada’s 100 largest companies now
issue separate CR reports. These companies span a wide range of economic sectors, including
automotive, banking, fast food, food and drug retailing, footwear and apparel, insurance, media,
mining, oil and gas, paper and forest products, retailing, technology and telecom.
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Benefits and drivers that motivate businesses to practice CR include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of untapped markets
Ability to address human resources challenges
Real estate and other corporate assets
Branding and corporate citizenship
Purchasing and procurement opportunities
Secure access to capital
Enhanced stakeholder relations and credibility
Increased ability to retain and attract top talent
Risk profile and risk management
Learning and innovation
Operational efficiency
Increased sales and customer loyalty
Licence to operate
Strengthened supplier relationships
Improved relationships with governmental authorities

Background

CR can contribute significantly to addressing the needs of inner city communities, as well as those of
the businesses themselves. This creates opportunities for the VA to engage corporate investors in
implementing sustainable solutions in the Downtown Eastside. In doing so, the strategic and
business directions, for both the VA and the Downtown Eastside guide the underlying framework
for corporate engagement.
The VA and the Downtown Eastside possess a number of distinctive features and strengths that
make them unique and that play significant roles in allowing progress to be made in achieving
strategic goals. These distinctive features and strengths can be promoted and marketed to businesses
to support corporate engagement initiatives.
Corporate contributions to the VA and the Downtown Eastside will compliment the current overall
investment to the VA. Public investment to the VA from 2002 to 2005 totalled $23.4 million. These
resources were allocated to the VA’s principles, strategies and goals, consisting of: Health,
Employment, Housing, Economic Development, and Safety. In addition, private sector resources
have also been secured that will be allocated to the implementation of the Downtown Eastside’s
Economic Revitalization Plan and Employment Strategy.
It is important to recognize that there are currently a number of important initiatives, programs, and
groups actively attracting corporate engagement in the Downtown Eastside. The Corporate
Engagement Plan is not considered a replacement for any of these existing programs, but instead, is
intended to complement and provide direction for coordinating these efforts.
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Vision, Goals and Strategies

A vision, goals and strategies have been developed that form the core of the Corporate Engagement
Plan.
The Five-Year Vision
The vision was crafted by the project consulting team, with initial input from internal and external
Vancouver Agreement stakeholders during a Visioning Workshop. The vision frames the goals and
strategies that are designed to increase the quality, quantity and sustainability of corporate
contribution to the Downtown Eastside.

Five-Year Vision
Vancouver Agreement Corporate Engagement
The Vancouver Agreement demonstrates sustained success in corporate engagement
through dynamic and strategic relationships that stimulate the flow of value between
corporate partners and the Downtown Eastside.

Goals and Strategies
The VA Corporate Engagement Plan includes the following four goals and associated strategies.
More specific actions, intended outputs and intended outcomes are presented in the report.
GOAL A

Establish a foundation that will enable the VA to effectively implement the VA
Corporate Engagement Plan

Strategy A.1

Formalize the function of VA Corporate Engagement

Strategy A.2

Build the capacity to implement the VA Corporate Engagement Plan

Strategy A.3

Establish the capacity for the ongoing collection and monitoring of critical industry and
market intelligence

Strategy A.4

Establish processes for coordinating with existing, related programs to help maximize
corporate engagement

Strategy A.5

Establish processes for determining and regularly updating the resource requirements
for specific VA Downtown Eastside programs

Strategy A.6

Establish methods for increasing the profile of corporate engagement within Vancouver
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GOAL B

Maintain and sustain existing businesses involved in the Downtown Eastside by
ensuring the needs of these businesses are an integral part of the Corporate
Engagement Plan

Strategy B.1

Maintain an inventory of current businesses and related business needs

Strategy B.2

Establish a forum to network existing Downtown Eastside businesses

Strategy B.3

Enhance the profile of Downtown Eastside products and services

Strategy B.4

Celebrate successes of the Downtown Eastside

GOAL C

Maintain and increase existing corporate engagement by attracting increased
financial and in-kind investment/support from existing corporate partners

Strategy C.1

Maintain an inventory of current corporate investors

Strategy C.2

Formally acknowledge the contributions of existing corporate investors

Strategy C.3

Proactively seek increased investment from existing corporate partners

GOAL D

Attract new corporate investment for the Downtown Eastside encompassing the
full range of corporate engagement activities

Strategy D.1

Maintain a sector inventory

Strategy D.2

Establish a screening process to identify priority prospects

Strategy D.3

Design benefits packages tailored to target sectors and target companies

Strategy D.4

Develop and implement an “Investment Case” for target sectors and target companies

Target Market Analysis and Opportunities

Given the wide range of options that exist for companies to actively contribute to the changes
envisioned by the VA, an equally wide range of companies could be targeted for corporate
engagement. Given the high perceived risk and the low perceived benefits of doing business in the
Downtown Eastside, coupled with the typically risk adverse corporate decision-making process, it
will be beneficial for the VA to demonstrate corporate engagement successes quickly and clearly.
The intent of the target market analysis is to assist the VA in being efficient and effective in the early
stages of implementing the Corporate Engagement Plan. Targeting companies that are large,
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predisposed to CR, and already involved in the Downtown Eastside could result in “quick wins” and
future success with other companies.
Potential companies for early targeting could include:
• Finning
• Starbucks
• Vancouver Film School
• Canwest (Pacific Newspaper Group)
• Gildan Activewear
Marketing Approaches

Marketing approaches have been developed for each of the five types of corporate engagement.
With the exception of the marketing approach to encourage businesses to locate in the Downtown
Eastside, a two prong approach is recommended:
•

A more general approach, aimed at increasing awareness about corporate engagement
activities within specific sector associations; and,

•

A company-specific approach aimed at several target companies within each sector that
are considered priority prospects for attracting corporate engagement in the form of
corporate grants, corporate resources, corporate investment and/or corporate procurement.

Many of the marketing activities identified link to specific strategies and activities identified in the
Corporate Engagement Plan.
Partner Benefits Approach

The majority of companies that consider becoming involved in corporate engagement for the
Downtown Eastside will be attracted to a different range and combination of potential benefits in
return for their involvement. For example, a company with a public presence, and which deals with
a wide range of customers and stakeholders, would likely be attracted by the potential for an
improved brand image. At the same time, some companies will simply acknowledge that corporate
engagement in the Downtown Eastside is the right thing to do, benefiting from the opportunity to
engage in philanthropic activities. Whatever the motivation, the key for many companies’
involvement will be the benefits available, and the awareness of the value that will flow between
themselves and the Downtown Eastside.
Implementation Framework

The Corporate Engagement Plan is comprehensive, covering a range of types of engagement and a
range of corporate engagement partners As a result, to implement the Corporate Engagement
vision, goals and activities, dedicated staff and financial resources are required. Prior to commencing
the implementation, certain critical steps need to be taken. The most important initial activity is to
design a business case with the intention of garnering the internal resources required to implement
part or all of the VA Corporate Engagement Plan.
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The goals and strategies presented in the Corporate Engagement Plan require implementation in the
short and medium term. At this stage, while the VA has been identified as the lead organization to
implement strategies under Goal A, the most appropriate organization(s) to lead the implementation
of the remaining strategies have not been identified as this will require internal assessment and
decision-making on the part of the VA and its associated internal and external partners
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Introduction
Background

Since the mid 1980s, Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside (“the Downtown Eastside”) has been faced
with pervading health, safety, economic, and housing problems. In 2000, the Vancouver Agreement
(“VA”), a unique collaborative partnership between the Government of Canada, the Province of
British Columbia and the City of Vancouver, was formed to work towards long-term sustainable
solutions for the area. The VA has developed and undertaken comprehensive strategic and business
planning processes and has developed a number of desired outcomes and a Framework for Public
Action for the Downtown Eastside to address key challenges in the community.
In order to successfully implement these solutions, the VA must attract and retain support from the
business sector, otherwise referred to as corporate engagement.
Definition of Corporate Engagement

For the purposes of this report, corporate engagement is defined as the act of attracting and
retaining support from the business sector to assist in the creation of a healthy, sustainable,
inclusive, and engaged the Downtown Eastside community. The above definition of
corporate engagement takes into account a wide spectrum of support that can be bestowed by
businesses to the VA and the Downtown Eastside. For the purposes of the Corporate Engagement
Plan and subsequent analysis, various types of support have been grouped into the below categories.
There may be additional opportunities to engage alternative types of support not listed below,
depending on the specific mandate, strengths and assets of a given business.
Corporate Grants:

Financial contributions without expectations of direct financial return

Corporate Resources:

Resources in lieu of cash (e.g. human resources, professional services,
space, materials and technological resources), without expectations of
direct financial return

Corporate Investment: Financial investment in land, buildings, companies, individuals, or other
groups with the expectation of financial return
Business Location:

The act of physically locating all or part of business operations within the
Downtown Eastside

Corporate Procurement: Consciously choosing to purchase products or services from the
Downtown Eastside businesses or employing residents from the
Downtown Eastside
Scope of Engagement

The scope of this engagement includes the following tasks:
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•

Develop a vision for corporate engagement;

•

Identify optimum methods to work with other key organizations (e.g., Building
Opportunities with Business Inner City Society), to maximize corporate engagement;

•

Craft an overall plan for corporate engagement;

•

Identify and analyze potential target markets for corporate engagement;

•

Develop a sponsor benefits package to reflect investment/resource levels; and,

•

Develop marketing tools, in consultation with the VA’s Communication Director, to
support the implementation of the VA Corporate Engagement Plan.

The purpose of this assignment, as per the Request for Proposal (‘RFP”), was to develop a
Corporate Engagement Plan, Partner Benefits Package and Marketing Approaches that will assist in
the recruitment and retention of corporate engagement partners to the VA and the Downtown
Eastside
Report Structure

The report is intended to provide practical and action-oriented direction for engaging corporate
investors. The report summarizes the research, background, vision, goals and strategies, marketing
approaches, and partner benefits related to corporate engagement by the VA. The core component
of the report is the Vision, Goals and Strategies section which presents strategic directions for
corporate engagement by the VA at both a broad level (vision and strategies) and a more specific
level (actions and intended outcomes). Subsequent sections to the Vision, Goals and Strategies
include the Target Market Analysis and Opportunities, Marketing Approaches, and Partner Benefits
Approach, and Implementation Framework. These sections outline the critical steps that must be
taken to implement the Corporate Engagement Plan.
The report is divided into the following sections:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Trends in Corporate Responsibility
Background
Vision, Goals and Strategies
Target Market Analysis and Opportunities
Marketing Approaches
Partner Benefits Approach
Implementation Framework
Appendices
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Trends in Corporate Responsibility
Introduction

In recent years, the world has seen a growing number of companies across various sectors take
action to operate in a manner that incorporates social, environmental and economic sustainability
into both their internal and external practices. This is reflected in the growth of corporate
responsibility reporting, socially responsible investment, and business partnerships with non-profit
and government agencies, to name a few. The following section highlights trends in these areas,
referred to under the umbrella term of “corporate responsibility” (“CR”). In conducting this
research, the intent is to provide background information for the subsequent report sections, which
assess the current activities of the VA, target markets for corporate engagement by the VA, vision,
goals and strategies for corporate engagement, potential partner benefits and marketing approaches.
Definition of Corporate Responsibility

There is no one standardized definition of corporate responsibility, as it can take several forms and
consist of various types of company resources that are invested internally and externally to operate
in economically, socially and environmentally sustainable manner. For the purposes of this report,

we have adopted the World Business Council for Sustainable Development’s definition of
CR 1 ~ “the commitment of business to contribute to sustainable economic development,
working with employees, their families, the local community and society at large to improve
their quality of life”. The above definition incorporates many of the concepts and terms applied in
current related literature, including corporate social responsibility, corporate citizenship, socially
responsible investment, venture philanthropy, corporate involvement, and sustainable development.
Growth in Corporate Responsibility

Within the last decade, CR has emerged as a growing management approach to address global and
societal changes that are affecting the overall corporate environment. 2 Such changes include:
•

Global pressures that challenge corporations to think about their impact on communities
and the environment;

•

Increasing stakeholder standards and expectations of business conduct;

•

Evolving values, norms and expectations of consumers;

•

Changing standards of corporate responsibility and accountability.

1 World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD). 2004 “Corporate Social
Responsibility: What’s in a Name?”.
2 Conference Board of Canada. 2004. The National Corporate Social Responsibility Report. Managing
Risks, Leveraging Opportunities
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An indicator of growth in CR is the increase in socially
responsible investment (“SRI”), which is the incorporation
of social, environment and community development
objectives into traditional investment decision-making
processes. A survey 3 conducted by the Social Investment
Organization reports that, as of June 2004, assets managed in
Canada according to social responsibility guidelines rose by
27% to total $65.46 billion from $51.42 in 2002, and rose by
31% from $49.94 billion in 2000. The following table
provides a breakdown of SRI assets in Canada from 2000 to
2004.

Companies must now ensure
that their performance
outcomes and the manner in
which they are achieved,
reflect the values, interests
and expectations of society.
Conference Board of Canada

Summary of Social Investment Assets in Canada ($billion)
Type of Asset

Description

2000

2002

2004

Asset Managers

Managers and firms that invest assets on behalf of outside
clients.

$11.3

$16.7

$21.2

Retail Investment
Funds

Socially responsible mutual funds that use social and
environmental criteria in the selection of the investments
within their portfolios.

$10.4

$9.9

$14.8

Institutions

Institutions in Canada that have adopted SRI policies for
assets managed on their own behalf.

$27.2

$24.1

$25.4

Shareholder
Advocacy

The use of an investor's shares to influence management and
corporate behaviour on social and environmental issues. This
includes proxy voting, communicating with management on
particular issues, shareholder resolutions, and divestment.

$1.0

$0.5

$2.1

Community
Investment

The placement of capital into local loan or equity vehicles
targeting community development or serving low-income or
disadvantaged groups.

$1.0

$1.0

$0.5

Socially
Responsible
Lending

A unique form of lending in which potential borrowers are
subjected to social and environmental screens.

NA

$0.1

$1.3

Sustainable Venture
Capital

The placement of funds – primarily private investments
outside the public markets – in start-up firms and small
businesses that produce products or services that optimize the
use of natural resources while reducing environmental impact.

NA

NA

$0.1

$50.9

$52.3

$65.4

Total ($billion)
Source: Canadian Social Investment Review. The Social Investment Organization of Canada, 2004

3 Social Investment Organization. 2004. Canadian Social Investment Review: A comprehensive survey of
socially responsible investment in Canada.
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Another indicator of growth in CR is the number of companies that currently report on their CR
practices. According to KPMG’s International Survey of Corporate Responsibility Reporting 2005 4 ,
41 % of Canada’s 100 largest companies now issue separate CR reports, which is double the amount
that were reporting in 2002. Twenty-three of the companies within that 41% category report in
accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative Guidelines. In addition, a report ranking Canadian
firms according to their CR performance 5 , indicates that CR reporting is occurring throughout a
variety of economic sectors, including automotive, banking, fast food, food and drug retailing,
footwear and apparel, insurance, media, mining, oil and gas, paper and forest products, retailing,
technology and telecommunications.
Benefits to Business

Businesses are discovering that building relationships and/or supporting community-based
initiatives can generate specific benefits to their practices and play a role in addressing business
challenges. The Ford Foundation (“the Foundation”), a leader in corporate responsibility, recently
published a brochure 6 that depicts the benefits of corporate / community-based partnerships and
examples of best practices in this area. The Foundation characterizes these as “win-win”
relationships:
•

Development of untapped markets. Low-income communities and minority populations
comprise the fastest growing customer base in the country. Well-established community
organizations offer improved access to lucrative, untapped markets.

•

Human resources challenges. Links established with effective community organizations,
employer trade associations and educational institutions that provide workforce services
beyond a company’s core competencies can help meet clearly defined workforce objectives.

•

Real estate and other corporate assets. Many companies benefit from the expertise of
community developers and socially responsible investment networks which can assist in all
aspects of management of corporate assets from site location to identifying solid business
opportunities to investment vehicles that put money to work.

•

Branding and corporate citizenship. Strategic collaborations with well-regarded national
and local community development organizations can enhance the image of a company and
build solid community, customer and employee loyalty.

•

Purchasing and procurement. Minority and women-owned business enterprises can be
high-quality, low-cost competitors across a range of industries. These entrepreneurs supply
more than $40 billion (USD) in goods and services to American corporations and are an

4 KPMG. 2005. KPMG International Survey of Corporate Responsibility Reporting
5 Report on Business. 2005. Jantzi Research Inc.
6 The Ford Foundation. WinWin: The Double Bottom Line: Competitive Advantage Through Community
Investment
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increasingly critical element as new trade agreements open markets in Latin America, Asia
and Africa.
The Foundation also reports on ways for nonprofits to add value in relationships with business,
including:
•

Providing complementary competencies that entail bringing specialized information
about and connections to communities, helping aggregate community demand or provide
new channels for marketing, and developing specialized products and processes;

•

Helping to create or improve trust between communities and businesses. This is
particularly important when community support and trust is important to successfully
entering a new market or launching a new product;

•

Serving as conduits for public sector and foundation funding. Many projects require a
certain level of public sector or foundation funding, particularly in the research and
development stage. Non-profit organizations are often seen as being better able to ensure
that the funding is channelled to a public purpose, and therefore are much more palatable
as a conduit for this kind of funding; and,

•

Ensuring a voice for low-income individuals.

Similarly, studies conducted by KPMG, the Canadian Business for Social Responsibility (“CBSR”) 7
and Arthur D Little 8 , report on a number of benefits that result from (and in turn drive further)
corporate responsibility. Benefits listed by CBSR and Little include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

secure access to capital
enhanced stakeholder relations and credibility
increased ability to retain and attract top talent
risk profile and risk management
learning and innovation
operational efficiency
increased sales and customer loyalty
licence to operate

The table below presents results from the KMPG survey – taken by 250 international companies –
on drivers for participating in corporate responsibility, and provides a breakdown of the percentage
of companies that indicated the importance of each driver.

7 Canadian Business for Social Responsibility. Seeing is Believing: See how business can make a
difference
8 Arthur D Little, Inc. The Business Case for Corporate Citizenship
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Drivers for Corporate responsibility
Driver
%
Economic considerations
74
Ethical considerations
53
Innovation and learning
53
Employee motivation
47
Risk management or risk reduction
47
Access to capital or increased shareholder value
39
Reputation or brand
27
Market position (market share) improvement
21
Strengthened supplier relationships
13
Cost saving
9
Improved relationships with governmental authorities
9
Other
11
Source: KMPG International Survey of Corporate Responsibility Reporting 2005
Success Factors for Corporate Responsibility

In 2003, the Foundation 9 conducted a study on the achievements and successes of its Corporate
Involvement Initiative Program, which “provides grants in an effort to leverage private sector
expertise and resources to expand income and assets for low-income individuals and communities
through the provision of good jobs, financial services, community revitalization and enterprise
development, while providing economic benefits to business”. Results of this study demonstrated
that the following five key factors significantly contributed to the successful implementation of
corporate involvement strategies.
1. Identify and motivate business decision-makers.
Business case information is necessary, but not sufficient. The key issue is finding champions
who can bridge the public and private sectors, and who are ready and willing to use the
information to drive change.
2. Develop organizational competencies to bridge business and community.
Successfully implementing corporate involvement strategies requires being able to work
effectively in both the business world and the community. Relatively few organizations start
with competencies in both worlds. Organizations that succeed develop these abilities by adding
staff and skills, or by creating partnerships with organizations with complementary
competencies.

9 The Ford Foundation. Part of the Solution: Leveraging Business and Markets for Low-Income People.
Lessons Learned from the Ford Foundation Corporate Involvement Initiative
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3. Mobilize business networks and build effective partnerships.
Organizations that sought corporate investment that created relationships with opinion leaders
in business networks were more effective than those that did not. Opinion leaders include
CEOs of large companies, executives in key positions in leadership companies, management
“gurus” and the business media.
4. Engage stakeholders and influence public policy to support corporate involvement.
Since many markets are poorly aligned, engaging stakeholders and influencing public policy is
critical to increasing the scale and pace of corporate involvement. When markets are poorly
aligned, the ability to engage stakeholders and influence public policy enables implementation of
corporate involvement at a scale and pace that would be unattainable if focus was solely at the
level of market operations or the level of the business.
5. Build scalable solutions.
A “scalable solution” is a new product, service, practice or a enterprise that meets a market need
and that has the ability to grow to affect a significant proportion of transactions in the market.
The growth in scale can be accomplished in a variety of ways, including a growth in scale of the
corporate involvement initiative, adoption of the business solution by other organizations and
the creation of new organizations to bring the solution to scale. Organizations that design their
intervention with a specific pathway for scaling up from the start were more likely to be able to
produce scalable solutions.
Success Factors for Developing Partnerships
As indicated previously, building effective, cross-sector
relationships is crucial to successful community
development, and partnerships are becoming more and
more common with different sector organizations
finding innovative ways to work together. Research
sources highlight factors necessary for successful
partnerships between profits and nonprofits, including
the following:

A common goal ensures a
common definition of success.
Without a common goal
partnerships can quickly become
fractured and aimless.
CBSR
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•

Congruent business and community goals.
The Ford Foundation 10 , the CBSR 11 , and the CEO of REDF 12 all indicate the importance of
congruent goals and values between parties. The CEO of REDF states that a non-profit should
ensure the funder’s top priorities (e.g. some investors focus exclusively on growth or national
expansion) fit its own because, if this not the case, both parties “may find themselves in conflict
at key decision points, a situation made even more challenging when the funder has already
made a significant, multi-year financial commitment. In contrast, when goals are well-aligned at
the beginning, an engaged funder can be a powerful ally”. In addition, the Ford Foundation
reports that there must be “strong and clear ‘value proposition’ for both sides”.

•

Clear understanding of expectations and
Nonprofits should ensure they
investments.
understand in advance how much
Since each party brings to the table different
time – and whose – the organization
interests, resources, and capacities, it is
will need to contribute for meetings,
important that all parties have a clear
joint projects, reporting and other
understanding of both their own and the other
activities.
parties’ expectations and levels of investment
that will be allocated to the partnership. The
CEO of REDF
Foundation states that “sufficient time must be
spent gaining clarity about motivation and
capacity; problems to be addressed, opportunity to be pursued and outcomes to be achieved;
and the basis for accountability within partnership”. Similarly, the CEO of REDF cautions that
a partnership “can go terribly awry when there are disagreements about the level of participation
that’s expected”.

•

Strategic and transparent communication.
A well-planned approach for regular and open communication between parties is essential to a
successful partnership. Strategic and transparent communication in the relationship is crucial to
building trust, respect, minimizing cultural barriers, and creating ways to address the weaknesses

10 The Ford Foundation. Part of the Solution: Leveraging Business and Markets for Low-Income People.
Lessons Learned from the Ford Foundation Corporate Involvement Initiative
11 Canadian Business for Social Responsibility. 2005. 2>1: Partnering for Innovation: Driving Change
Through Business/NGO Partnerships
12 Burns, Kirsten, CEO of REDF. 2004. Ready, Set, Engage? Deciding if venture philanthropy is right for
your non-profit. (The REDF — formerly known as The Roberts Enterprise Development Fund — exists to
alleviate social problems, improving the lives of those in the San Francisco Bay Area who face chronic
poverty and homelessness by expanding the capacity of non-profit social enterprises)
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and challenges faced by each party. 13 The CEO of REDF states that “true transparency is a
quality that is sadly lacking in the traditional philanthropic sector. Nonprofits are often
understandably uncomfortable baring their weaknesses to funders, and funders can be vague
about how they will measure the success of their grants”.
Submerged and unarticulated
Similarly, the CBSR reports that “in order to be the most
cultural differences between
effective, innovative partnerships need to be built upon
business executives and nonhonest and transparent relationships with all partners
profit leaders strongly hinder
committed to being committed. In the end, a
possible collaborations, even
partnership comes down to a relationship between
when both sectors share the
people, and those organizations that can see the people
objective of creating mutual
in the partnership will undoubtedly have a more fruitful
benefit.
relationship”.
•

THE FORD FOUNDATION
Sustainable support and commitment.
According to the CEO of REDF, “multi-year
relationships are critical to the success of engaged
philanthropy – it takes time to build trust and to understand how to collaborate effectively with
a new partner. Think carefully about entering a relationship with an engaged funder that will
last for less than two years; will you really be able to accomplish what you hope to? An effective
engaged funder will stay involved over a number of years (at least three and preferably more),
and will work with you to help build your organizational capacity so that when the funding
relationship ends, your non-profit will be prepared”.

Conclusions

CR is a growing concept that is being practiced by businesses across several of Canada’s economic
sectors. Approximately 41 % of Canada’s 100 largest companies now issue separate CR reports,
double the amount that were reporting in 2002. These companies span a wide range of economic
sectors, including automotive, banking, fast food, food and drug retailing, footwear and apparel,
insurance, media, mining, oil and gas, paper and forest products, retailing, technology and telecom.
Benefits and drivers that motivate businesses to practice CR include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of untapped markets
Ability to address human resources challenges
Real estate and other corporate assets
Branding and corporate citizenship
Purchasing and procurement opportunities
Secure access to capital
Enhanced stakeholder relations and credibility
Increased ability to retain and attract top talent

13 Laufer Green Isaac. 2004 Hidden Agendas: Stereotypes and Cultural Barriers to CorporateCommunity Partnerships
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Risk profile and risk management
Learning and innovation
Operational efficiency
Increased sales and customer loyalty
Licence to operate
Strengthened supplier relationships
Improved relationships with governmental authorities

Factors for successful external involvement and partnership development with nonprofits that help
realize the above benefits and companies’ CR goals include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify and motivate business decision-makers
Develop organizational competencies to bridge business and community
Mobilize business networks and build effective partnerships
Engage stakeholders and influence public policy to support corporate involvement
Build scalable solutions
Ensure business and community goals are congruent
Ensure there is a clear understanding of expectations and investments by all parties
Ensure strategic and transparent communication between all parties
Develop partnerships that consist of long-term, multi-year sustainable support and
commitment from all parties

Most of the trends profiled in this section could be integrated into the VA’s marketing approaches
targeted at engaging support from businesses or be implemented by the VA in developing solid,
sustainable partnerships with corporate investors. The following section discusses the current
strengths of the VA that can assist in attracting corporate investors, as well as a brief overview of the
VA’s funding sources.
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Background
Introduction

The mandate and profile of the VA – and the organization’s resulting credibility – can play a role in
influencing corporate engagement activities. This section provides an overview of the VA, its
strengths and current investment sources and its activities that can support corporate engagement.
Given that the Downtown Eastside is the VA’s geographical focus for corporate engagement, a
description of that neighbourhood’s distinctive features and strengths is also provided.
Overview of the Vancouver Agreement and Downtown Eastside

The VA is an urban development initiative that promotes partnerships between governments,
community organizations and businesses, designed to make Vancouver a healthy, safe and
sustainable place to live and work for all residents. The first focus of the VA is to develop and
support positive, long-term solutions for the economic, social and public safety challenges in the
Downtown Eastside through innovative community development projects. To support this focus,
the VA has carried out comprehensive strategic and business planning processes designed to
prioritize the implementation of actions and initiatives in the Downtown Eastside and in Vancouver
as a whole. Based on its strategic and business planning processes, the VA has identified the
following vision, key goals, change strategies and priority actions for the Downtown Eastside.
Vision - The common vision of the government partners and related public agencies involved in the
Vancouver Agreement is:

Creating healthy, safe, and sustainable communities. In such
communities, all organizations, from informal groups to
governments, work effectively together to improve the quality
of everyone’s life. Sustainable communities make the lives of
people healthier and safer now and in the future.
Purpose - The purposes of the Vancouver Agreement are to:
1. Provide a mechanism for the three levels of government to work together and with Vancouver communities to
develop and implement an integrated approach to improving livability in the city.
2. Develop a model for policy and program coordination within and between the three levels of government and
related public agencies.
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Priorities
Downtown Eastside: The Downtown Eastside is a healthy, sustainable, inclusive and engaged
community that welcomes and supports low-income residents and people with special needs.
2010 Inner City Inclusively Initiative: The 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games will
have no, or minimal, negative impacts on Vancouver’s inner city communities, and will leave a
positive legacy of direct benefits and increased social capital in these communities.
Accessible and Inclusive Cities and Communities Project: Communities across British
Columbia will be recognized internationally as leaders in accessibility and inclusion for people
with disabilities.
Goals
Coordination: The Vancouver Agreement focuses the efforts and resources of the three levels
of government and related public agencies towards common goals.
Innovation: The Vancouver Agreement promotes increased innovation and creativity in the
work of government departments, ministries and related public agencies.
Policy Change: The Vancouver Agreement works to remove and/or reduce barriers to effective
public and community performance created by government and public agency policies and
regulations.
Investment: The Vancouver Agreement supports and coordinates public and private
investments in social, economic, health and physical community development where the needs
are greatest.
Monitoring & Evaluation: The Vancouver Agreement advances and coordinates effective use
of research and monitoring data by public agencies to make sound decisions and to evaluate
progress on actions, outcomes and priorities.
Priority Actions
Achieving the vision for the Downtown Eastside requires focused and coordinated public, private
and community action aimed at realizing concrete outcomes for the community as a whole as well as
for residents and businesses. Four issues have been identified as priorities:
•
•
•
•

Community Safety and Security
Economic and Employment Development
Safe and Secure Housing
Improved Health and Quality of Life

The above vision, goals, purposes and priority actions frame the Corporate Engagement Plan and
the VA’s strategic directions for attracting and sustaining corporate resources to the Downtown
Eastside.
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Distinctive Features of the Vancouver Agreement

The VA possesses a number of distinctive features and strengths that make it unique and that play a
significant role in allowing progress to be made towards achieving its goals. Such distinctive features
and strengths of the VA can be emphasized and promoted, in turn drawing attention and support
from the private sector to assist in the actualization of positive change in the Downtown Eastside.
This emphasis and promotion can be done through highlighting the VA’s distinctive features and
strengths in marketing materials, partnership negotiations, and partnership benefits.
Based on a comprehensive review of the VA’s best practices, strategic planning process, relevant
background studies and input from the VA Corporate Engagement Visioning Workshop, the
following distinctive features and strengths of the VA have been identified.

Collaborations between Three Levels of Government
The VA is a unique example of how collaboration and coordination of resources between
governments can occur. Prior to the formation of the VA in 2000, the Government of Canada, the
Province of British Columbia and the City of Vancouver each approached issues in the Downtown
Eastside, including economic development, employment, social housing, health, drug addiction and
crime, with little intergovernmental coordination of resources or planning. The Vancouver
Agreement has allowed the three government partners to better coordinate their resources and
planning within a strategic framework, and today the collaborative effort that is the VA can be
characterized as three governments working as one towards a common goal, with significant
resident, community group and business input.
Inherent within the structure of the VA model are opportunities to:
•
•
•
•

Connect / access political, social, and economic decision makers and government staff.
Lever resources from three levels of government.
Connect / access the breadth of sectors that exist within the Downtown Eastside.
Minimize bureaucracy through streamlining and coordinating government resources.

Innovation
The VA is dedicated to promoting and supporting ground breaking and alternative approaches to
addressing issues, which is reflected through its own innovative governance structure, partnerships
and resourceful methods of service delivery. In doing so, the VA places a critical focus on outcomes
that will improve the lives of the Downtown Eastside citizens.

Collaboration with External Partners
The VA is devoted to having its staff successfully collaborate and address issues internally, as well as
to collaborate and concentrate efforts on relationship-building with other external national,
provincial and local entities including foundations, non-profit organizations, education and academic
institutions, and the private sector. The VA is also dedicated to supporting and promoting cohesion
between community groups.
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Recipient of Two Prestigious Awards
The VA received the Institute of Public Administration of Canada’s highest annual award for
innovative public service management. The award recognizes exceptional management within
Canada’s public sector.
The VA is also one of eight recipients around the world of a United Nations Public Service Award.
The VA was awarded the top prize in the category for “improving transparency, accountability, and
responsiveness in the public service”, and was cited for its innovative partnerships between
government agencies, and with community groups and businesses.
As a unique model of government service delivery and the recipient of the above awards, awareness
of the VA is prevalent among government, businesses and communities. In some cases, this
awareness has given rise to similar agreement models in other jurisdictions, such as the Victoria
Partnership Agreement. A positive profile can assist in generating attention and support from the
business community.

Respect for Diversity
The VA is committed to understanding, supporting and balancing the diverse interests of the many
communities (geographic, cultural and interest-based) in the City of Vancouver through program
planning and implementation of strategies.

Accountability
The VA is dedicated to ensuring that there is accountability for both public and private funds, and
transparency of processes and procedures.

Dedication and Commitment
The VA demonstrates overwhelming dedication in working towards its vision to improve the health,
safety, and economic and social conditions of the Downtown Eastside for all residents. In doing so,
the VA is committed to engaging in ongoing stakeholder consultations and obtaining input from
community members. The dedication and commitment of the VA is reflected in its professional and
conscientious approach to providing services and performing day to day tasks.

Employment Strategy
A top priority for the VA from 2005 to 2010 is to increase the number of jobs and training
opportunities in the Downtown Eastside, while at the same time developing an effective and job
ready labour supply for the community. To accomplish this, the VA is currently implementing an
Employment Strategy that focuses on the needs of Downtown Eastside residents. The Strategy
works to assist residents in finding and retaining work through improving residents’ job readiness,
addressing external barriers (e.g. health, safety and housing issues), academic upgrading, skills
training and post-employment support. Creating a workforce that is diverse, reliable and productive
is critical to securing corporate commitment and investment, and is a particularly important
precursor to increasing business retention and attracting new businesses to the community.
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Distinctive Features of the Downtown Eastside

The Downtown Eastside possesses a number of distinctive features and strengths, the effective
promotion of which could attract corporate support, helping make the Downtown Eastside a safe,
healthy and vibrant community. According to the VA’s Downtown Eastside Economic
Revitalization Plan 14 , key distinctive features and strengths of the Downtown Eastside include:

Rich Heritage
Approximately 400 buildings in the Downtown Eastside are on the Civic Heritage Register.
Gastown and Chinatown are designated heritage districts. The area’s heritage presents an
opportunity to promote tourism, culture and related retail products.

Major Developments
The 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games, the 2006 World Urban Forum, the Woodwards
redevelopment, the Convention Centre expansion, tourism and retail developments and
development along False Creek and the False Creek Flats can help produce investment, employment
and other spin-offs in the area.

Highly Diversified Community
The Downtown Eastside is highly diversified with a variety of geographical, cultural, economic, and
social interests co-existing within the area. The area’s specific interest groups include, but are not
limited to:
•

2,300 establishments representing widely diversified economic sectors and employing more
than 20,000 people in the Downtown Eastside.

•

The largest Chinese community in Canada, with a population of over 100,000 residents.

•

A First Nations community that represents approximately 10% of residents in the
Downtown Eastside.

•

A thriving arts community, consisting of a wide range of artists, writers, festivals, arts
classes, celebrations, theatres, parks and community-based arts initiatives.

•

A variety of social enterprises, including women’s, youth, senior and First Nations centres,
special needs facilities, churches, community kitchens and food services, school and
educational facilities.

•

Various mental and physical health facilities, including needle exchanges, the Insite
Supervised Injection facility, the Health Contact Centre, the North American Opiate
Medication Initiative (NAOMI), Life Skills Centre and the SUCCESS Senior Care Facility.

14 Vancouver Agreement’s Economic Revitalization Plan, Draft, May 2004
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Location
At present, over 150,000 vehicles pass through the Downtown Eastside each day. Add to this the
fact that the neighbourhood has easy access to rail, port, passenger and light air cargo and we see
that the Downtown Eastside is well positioned to access Downtown, Lower Mainland and export
markets.

Commitment
Like the Vancouver Agreement, residents, organizations and business in the Downtown Eastside are
committed to revitalization of the area.

Property Costs
Property costs and rents are significantly lower in the Downtown Eastside than in other parts of the
City.

Growth Opportunities
Studies show growth opportunities in tourism, arts and culture, education, housing, food processing,
apparel and other sectors in the Downtown Eastside.

Demonstrated Improvements
Improvements to the area’s health, safety, housing, cohesiveness and economy are becoming
noticeable as intensive efforts are being put forth to implement innovative projects and partnerships
that make a positive difference in the community. Such projects include: increased policing and bylaw enforcement, improved low-income housing and the addition of health services, education and
job training programs.
Current Public and Private Investment to the VA

From 2002 to 2005, a total of $23.4 million of public resources were allocated towards the
implementation of the VA’s Strategic Plan, in addition to in-kind resources and private sector
contributions. Of the $23.4 million, the BC Provincial Government allocated $13.3 million which
was matched with a $10 million commitment by several federal government ministries. At the same
time, the City of Vancouver contributed heritage preservation incentives and increased program
funding from its Downtown Eastside capital fund, as well as in-kind goods and services and
dedicated staff resources. The following table presents a breakdown of approximate resource
distribution among the VA Strategic Plan’s principal strategies.
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Allocated Funding to Vancouver Agreement’s Principal Strategies / Outcome
Statements (2002 to 2005)
Goals
Distribution of Resources ($)
Percentage
Health
$ 7,155,040
36%
Employment
$ 4,010,322
20%
Housing
$ 3,560,000
18%
Economic
$ 3,267,960
16%
Safety
$ 1,962,748
10%
Total
$19,956,070
100%
Source: Measuring Success: Vancouver Agreement Outcomes Review, 2000-2005

Current Investment in the Economic Revitalization of the Downtown Eastside
The VA has thus far earmarked more than $3.9 million for the economic revitalization of the
Downtown Eastside through the implementation of an Economic Revitalization Plan and
Employment Strategy. The Plan and Strategy will be implemented through intergovernmental
coordination and cooperation with some elements in coordination with the Building Opportunities
with Business Inner City Society (BOB), a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting business
development, mentoring, employment training and small business loans program in the Downtown
Eastside. A breakdown of current investment as of October 2005 for the economic revitalization of
the Downtown Eastside is as follows:
•

$2.5 million over five years from Western Economic Diversification Canada to support
Building Opportunities With Business operations.

•

$3.3 million over two years from the Province of British Columbia for an
Employment Strategy to be implemented through Building Opportunities With Business.

•

In-kind assistance from the City of Vancouver in the form of a lease subsidy, leasehold
improvements, and management and administration support.

•

$2 million to the economic revitalization to the Downtown Eastside over the next four
years from Bell Canada as part of its Olympic Commitment through the Inner City
Inclusivity initiative. Over the next 2 years $300,000 from this grant will support the
development of a business cluster strategy that will be implemented through Building
Opportunities With Business 15 .

•

$100,000 from VanCity credit union to Building Opportunities With Business.

•

Coast Capital Savings supports a number of business initiatives in the Downtown Eastside.

Selected Current Corporate Engagement Activities/Initiatives

As indicated earlier in this report, this Corporate Engagement Plan is intended to create a
framework for attracting new corporate activity to the Downtown Eastside. It is important to
recognize that there are already a number of very important initiatives, programs, and groups

15 Vancouver Agreement, Allocation of Funding
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actively attracting corporate engagement in the Downtown Eastside. This plan should in no way be
considered a replacement for any of these existing programs.

VANOC – The Inner-City Inclusivity initiative (ICI) seeks to address issues related to employment
and training, business opportunities, housing, civil liberties and public safety, community sports and
culture, health and social services, environment, transportation, accessible and affordable Games,
financial guarantees, input to decision-making, and neighbourliness. VANOC has committed to
purchasing locally through its use of Building Opportunities with Business Inner-City Society’s
Social Purchasing Portal. More than $60,000 has been spent on locally purchased computer systems
and catering. VANOC has selected a local inner-city company to supply its office and stationary
needs. VANOC’s member partners and corporate sponsors are also encouraged to join the portal.
VANOC and the Vancouver Agreement have hosted several community workshops to begin to
develop goals, action plans and measurable outcomes in trades training, inner-city community
engagement and business engagement 16 .

Building Opportunities with Business (BOB) -- Building Opportunities with Business was
formed through the amalgamation of two existing Downtown Eastside non-profit societies, Fast
Track to Employment (FTE) and Partners for Economic and Community Help (PEACH).
The Social Purchasing Portal (SPP) provides an on-line environment for business-to-business
procurement transactions to leverage community economic development activity. The SPP allows a
purchaser to stimulate social benefits in the community using existing purchasing expenditures.
Examples include Pivotal Software's choice of vendors for some catering events, choosing Cook
Studio Catering, a Downtown Eastside caterer that is also a training program for welfare recipients
moving to work and youth at risk. The SPP allows companies like Crystal Decisions, which last year
changed their purchasing policies to include social value, the opportunity to implement the policy
with access to suppliers that meet their desired CR goals 17 .

Canadian Business for Social Responsibility (CBSR) – Founded in 1995, CBSR is a businessled, non-profit Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) consultancy and peer-to-peer learning
organization that provides its members with advisory services as they formulate business decisions
that improve performance and contribute to a better world 18 . CBSR holds regular “Seeing is
Believing” tours in which the executives of Canadian companies are taken on guided tours showing
the need for, and the positive impacts of corporate community engagement.

Arts and Culture Investment Strategy – The Vancouver Agreement has hired a consultant to
prepare an Arts and Culture Investment Strategy which will create a framework for public and
private sector investment in the Downtown Eastside. Several separate arts and culture – related

16 VANOC, 2006
17www.sppvancouver.org, 2006
18 CBSR, 2006
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corporate engagement activities are already established, and this strategy intends to support and
build on those efforts.

City of Vancouver BIAs – The Business Improvement Associations in the Downtown Eastside
are vocal and active in trying to create better environments for business in their areas. Strathcona,
Chinatown and Gastown BIAs represent the Downtown Eastside, and actively recruit new business
by producing Business Opportunities brochures which promote the attributes of locating a business
in their area. Furthermore, the BIAs are involved in City planning and other issues that could affect
their businesses.
Conclusions

Corporate responsibility is a growing concept that is being practiced by businesses across several
economic sectors. Corporate responsibility can contribute significantly to addressing the needs of
inner city communities, as well as those of the businesses themselves. This creates opportunities for
the VA to engage corporate investors in implementing sustainable solutions in the Downtown
Eastside. In doing so, the strategic and business directions, specifically the vision, goals, strategies
and priority actions noted earlier in this section for both the VA and the Downtown Eastside, guide
the underlying framework for corporate engagement.
The VA and Downtown Eastside possess a number of distinctive features and strengths that make
them unique and that play significant roles in allowing progress to be made in achieving strategic
goals. These distinctive features and strengths can be promoted and marketed to businesses to
support corporate engagement with the VA and Downtown Eastside. Distinctive features and
strengths of the VA include: collaboration between three levels of government, innovation,
collaboration with external partners, recipient of two prestigious awards, respect for diversity,
accountability, dedication and commitment, and an employment strategy. Distinctive features and
strengths of the Downtown Eastside include: a rich heritage, major developments, a highly
diversified community, a central location, commitment, property costs, growth opportunities and
demonstrated improvements.
Public investment to the VA from 2002 to 2005 totalled $23.4 million. These resources were
allocated to the VA’s principles, strategies and goals, consisting of: Health, Employment, Housing,
Economic Development, and Safety. In addition, private sector resources have also been secured
that will be allocated to the implementation of the Downtown Eastside’s Economic Revitalization
Plan and Employment Strategy. Both the Plan and Strategy will be implemented by Building
Opportunities with Business Inner City Society (“BOB”).
The provision of these resources and programs has been critical to the initiation of the VA’s
activities during its first five years of existence. In order build upon its successes and achieve the
intended future outcomes of the VA’s goals and change strategies, ongoing and increased funding
and resources are required. Corporate engagement presents a significant opportunity to attract new
resources to help realize positive change in the Downtown Eastside.
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Vision, Goals and Strategies
Introduction

This section presents a vision, goals and strategies that form the core of the Vancouver Agreement
Corporate Engagement Plan. The section first presents the vision, which is followed by goals,
strategies, and actions designed specifically to achieve the goals. An implementation framework for
the goals, strategies and actions is presented later in the report.
Five-Year Vision for VA Corporate Engagement

The following vision statement is central to the VA Corporate Engagement Plan. The vision was
crafted by the project consulting team, with initial input from internal and external Vancouver
Agreement stakeholders during a Visioning Workshop (see Appendix A). The vision frames the
goals and strategies that are designed to increase the quality, quantity and sustainability of corporate
contribution to the Downtown Eastside. The vision presents a future state that the VA will strive to
achieve in its efforts to improve corporate engagement in the Downtown Eastside over the next five
years, and beyond.

Five-Year Vision
Vancouver Agreement Corporate Engagement
The Vancouver Agreement demonstrates sustained success in corporate engagement
through dynamic and strategic relationships that stimulate the flow of value between
corporate partners and the Downtown Eastside.

Corporate Engagement Goals and Strategies

The VA Corporate Engagement Plan includes the following four goals.
Goal A: Establish a foundation that will enable the VA to effectively implement the VA Corporate
Engagement Plan.
Goal B: Maintain and sustain existing businesses involved in the Downtown Eastside by ensuring
the needs of these businesses are an integral part of the Corporate Engagement Plan.
Goal C: Maintain and increase existing corporate engagement by attracting increased financial and
in-kind investment/support from existing corporate partners.
Goal D: Attract new corporate engagement for the Downtown Eastside, encompassing the full
range of corporate engagement activities.
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Each goal is supported by several strategies and actions designed to collectively achieve the goal. It
is important to note that many of the goals and accompanying strategies are interdependent.
GOAL A: Establish a Foundation for Corporate Engagement
Establish a foundation that will enable the VA to effectively implement the VA Corporate
Engagement Plan.
The VA – or an associated organization – must have the capacity and capability to create an enabling
environment within which to implement and monitor the VA Corporate Engagement Plan. The VA
must also generate high profiles for both itself and corporate engagement in order to attract
corporate investment on a sustained basis. The intention of Goal A is to establish a foundation for
the ongoing and effective implementation of the VA Corporate Engagement Plan.

Strategy A.1 – Formalize the function of VA Corporate Engagement
A first and essential step to creating an enabling environment within which to implement and
monitor the VA Corporate Engagement Plan is to formalize the function of VA corporate
engagement and secure support from internal decision-makers and external partners to carry out
corporate engagement efforts.

Actions
•

Adopt the VA Corporate Engagement Plan and commit to its implementation.

•

Attain buy-in from internal decision-makers and key external partners.

•

Establish the appropriate authority of the VA within the context of corporate engagement
for the Downtown Eastside.

•

Refine the roles and relationships of the VA and other key organizations involved in the
corporate engagement for the Downtown Eastside.

•

Create a formal “declaration of commitment” and obtain signatures from key internal and
external partners.

•

Design and implement a communication plan to announce the launch of the VA Corporate
Engagement Plan and to provide regular updates regarding progress.

•

Design and implement a monitoring and evaluation framework to track and measure the
success of VA Corporate Engagement activities.

Intended output: The adoption of the corporate engagement plan as an official undertaking by
internal decision-makers and key external partners, and the development of an effective
operational structure to implement the Plan.

Intended outcome: A strong foundation for the ongoing effective implementation of the VA
Corporate Engagement Plan.
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Strategy A.2 – Build the capacity to implement the VA Corporate Engagement Plan
The VA must possess and harness adequate resources and internal capacity to implement the VA
Corporate Engagement Plan.

Actions
•

Assess the current capacity of the VA to implement the VA Corporate Engagement Plan,
and document key gaps (e.g., human and capital resources).

•

Based on the above gap assessment, build the required capacity in the following areas:
Ensure there is adequate office space to conduct operations
Acquire sufficient staff and operating funding
Prepare standardized policies and procedures

Intended output: A well-functioning and established VA Corporate Engagement office, with
adequate resources, policies, and procedures to effectively implement corporate engagement
initiatives.

Intended outcome: The ability to effectively conduct corporate engagement activities.
Strategy A.3 – Establish the capacity for the ongoing collection and monitoring of critical
industry and market intelligence
Businesses and their markets are continually changing and responding to factors that influence their
operating environments. As such, the VA must collect and monitor information relevant to these
changes and corporate engagement target markets to maximize opportunities for engagement. In
addition, as the private sector becomes more involved in corporate responsibility practices, new
information, trends, policies, and best practices related to corporate engagement are becoming
available. It is critical that the VA monitor industry and market intelligence in order to make sound,
adequate decisions related to corporate engagement.

Actions
•

Create and maintain inventories for the following:
Existing businesses that operate in the Downtown Eastside (see Strategy B.1)
Existing corporate investment partners (see Strategy C.1)
Industry sectors and companies that are potential targets for corporate engagement
(see Strategy D.1)
•

Monitor current trends and best practices related to corporate engagement.

•

Monitor the current government policy environment related to corporate engagement (e.g.,
tax incentives, etc.).

•

Communicate trends and best practices to internal and external partners and markets,
potentially through a quarterly newsletter published on the VA corporate engagement
website (see Strategy A.6).
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Revise the VA Corporate Engagement Plan as needed, in response to any important shifts
in the market revealed through the above intelligence gathering.

Intended output: Compilation of up-to-date industry and market information.
Intended outcome: Adequate, sound decisions related to corporate engagement are made and
are supported by reliable and up-to-date industry and market information.
Strategy A.4 – Establish processes for coordinating with existing, related programs to help
maximize corporate engagement
There are several governmental, non-governmental and not-for-profit organizations and agencies
currently involved in some form of corporate engagement in the Downtown Eastside. Many of
these organizations are conducting activities that are contributing to existing corporate involvement
in the Downtown Eastside. It is critical for the VA to work with these organizations – informally
and, in some cases, formally – to realize common objectives in an efficient and effective manner.

Actions
•

Maintain an up-to-date knowledge base of the corporate engagement activities of other
organizations, such as:
VANOC
CBSR
Building Opportunities With Business
The Downtown Vancouver Association (“DVA”)
Imagine Canada
Relevant Business Improvement Associations
Government of Canada
BC Provincial Government
City of Vancouver
Canadian Centre for Philanthropy

•

Identify VA corporate engagement objectives that are common with the objectives of key
organizations.

•

Identify, clarify and coordinate the respective roles and responsibilities of the VA and key
organizations with regard to:
Level of involvement in corporate engagement activities (e.g., strategic versus
operational emphasis).
Approaches to attract corporate investment in the Downtown Eastside.
Respective target markets, including historical and planned activities related to these
corporations.
Methods for recognizing corporate investors.

•

Explore the opportunity for the VA to establish “one-stop-shopping” services for
corporations interested in investing in the Downtown Eastside by coordinating and levering
relevant government programs and resources.
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Intended output: Potential corporate engagement partners (e.g. corporations/companies)
approached in a coordinated and strategic manner for engagement in the Downtown Eastside.

Intended outcome: Organizations and agencies involved in corporate engagement in the
Downtown Eastside realize common objectives and are successful in their corporate engagement
efforts.

Strategy A.5 – Establish processes for determining and regularly updating the resource
requirements for specific VA Downtown Eastside programs
Many potential corporate investors may choose to invest in specific Downtown Eastside programs,
while others may choose to invest in the Downtown Eastside more generally. A foundational
strategy for the VA Corporate Engagement Plan is to establish processes for identifying and
regularly updating the magnitude and type of investment required to implement specific VA
Downtown Eastside programs.

Actions
•

Identify and document, in conjunction with associated organizations, resource requirements
(financial and other) for specific VA Downtown Eastside programs.

•

Identify and document, in conjunction with associated organizations, corporate engagement
objectives for specific VA Downtown Eastside programs.

•

Monitor and regularly document changes in resource requirements (financial and other
resources) for specific VA Downtown Eastside programs.

Intended output: Clearly identified and defined resource requirements and objectives for
specific VA Downtown Eastside programs.

Intended outcome: The ability to inform potential corporate engagement partners about
investment opportunities related to resource requirements for specific corporate engagement
partnerships.

Strategy A.6 – Establish methods for increasing the profile of corporate engagement within
Vancouver
Increasing the profile of corporate engagement within Vancouver is a key component of the overall
marketing of the VA Corporate Engagement Plan. It is important to increase the understanding of
the need for and benefits of corporate engagement, with the intention of growing corporate
investment.

Actions
•

Increase awareness of the VA by:
Identifying the range of audiences and stakeholders for VA corporate engagement.
Preparing and distributing a quarterly VA corporate engagement newsletter.
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Designing and maintaining a VA corporate engagement interactive website, with
links to related organizations. Feature existing Downtown Eastside businesses,
products and services, linked to Building Opportunities with Business’s Social
Purchasing Portal. Promote VA events, and recent corporate engagement
successes.
Designing a VA corporate engagement program guide (brochure) that describes the
vision, goals and activities of VA corporate engagement.
•

Profile (equivalent dollar value and intended use) existing and new corporate investment in
the Downtown Eastside through the following types of vehicles:
Press releases
Quarterly VA corporate engagement newsletter (see above)
VA corporate engagement website (see above)

•

Establish a Business Leaders’ Advisory Group for VA corporate engagement, comprised of
selected Vancouver business leaders. The primary purpose of this Advisory Group would
be to increase the profile of corporate engagement in the Downtown Eastside. A first step
for this initiative would be to define this Advisory Group’s terms of reference, identify ideal
candidates and invite the selected candidates to form the first Advisory Group.

•

Host an annual corporate engagement conference and business fair, featuring leading edge
thinkers and speakers from across North America. As a part of this conference, host a gala
awards ceremony, providing a range of awards for outstanding participation in corporate
engagement.

•

Maintain regular communication with high-profile CR organizations, such as the Ford
Foundation, CBSR, Imagine Canada, and others, to share best practices and success stories.

•

Host regular events (breakfasts with informative speakers).

•

Develop a banner program with the aim of increasing the profile of the Downtown Eastside
as a distinctive area with valuable attributes. The initial design of the banner could involve a
competition featuring Downtown Eastside artists.

•

With CBSR, host “Seeing is Believing” tours to highlight current corporate engagement
needs and ongoing successes.

Intended output: A series of successful awareness building activities.
Intended outcome: Increased understanding of the need for and benefits of corporate
engagement.
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GOAL B: Maintain and Sustain Existing Businesses Located in the Downtown Eastside
Maintain and sustain existing businesses involved in the Downtown Eastside by ensuring the needs
of these businesses are an integral part of the Corporate Engagement Plan.
There are currently over 2,100 businesses located in the Downtown Eastside 19 , which collectively
form the backbone of the area’s business community. These businesses are existing, and in some
cases long-standing, “corporate investors” and as such they play a key role in the health of the
Downtown Eastside’s economy; they pay taxes, employ local residents, support BIAs, and
demonstrate to other businesses the viability of the area as a business location. It is critical to ensure
that the future needs of these businesses are recognized and addressed through the Corporate
Engagement Plan. These needs include: accessibility to suppliers and markets, favourable regulatory
environment, access to labour and other resources, availability of appropriate space, etc.

Strategy B.1 – Maintain an inventory of current businesses and related business needs
(See also A.3)
An inventory of existing businesses and related business needs will allow the VA and associated
organizations to quickly access information that is essential to making sound, quality corporate
engagement decisions pertaining to economic development in the Downtown Eastside.

Actions
•

Maintain an inventory of businesses operating in the Downtown Eastside, categorized by
sector. The Business Points (or similar) database is a starting point for this inventory. The
City of Vancouver business license records and BC Assessment property roll can also be
used.

•

Identify and monitor specific business needs by sector that could be addressed through
some form of corporate engagement.

•

Monitor current and future demand related to these sectors.

Intended output: Compilation of up-to-date information related to existing businesses and
their business needs.

Intended outcome: Adequate, sound decisions related to corporate engagement to enhance
economic development in the Downtown Eastside are made and are supported by reliable and
up-to-date information.

19 Canada Business Points Database, 2005
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Strategy B.2 – Establish a forum to network existing Downtown Eastside businesses
Provide opportunities for existing businesses to access relevant business resources and exchange
ideas, best practices and other relevant information, in turn supporting the VA’s ability to maintain
and sustain existing businesses in the Downtown Eastside.

Actions
•

Coordinate respective BIA programs in the Downtown Eastside to improve their overall
effectiveness.

•

Maintain the business services at the office located at 390 Main Street, and enhance these
services as needed to help achieve Goal B.

•

Create an electronic business forum on the VA corporate engagement website with
resources for business owners (see Strategy A.5).

Intended output: Programs and a resource centre to assist businesses in the Downtown
Eastside.

Intended outcome: Businesses in the Downtown Eastside have access to resources,
information and support that will add value to their operations, thus contributing to the
development of an enhanced, viable and sustained business economy in the Downtown Eastside.

Strategy B.3 – Enhance the profile of Downtown Eastside products and services
Enhancing the profile of Downtown Eastside products and services increases opportunities to
improve the area’s economic vitality, which, in turn, will help increase further investment by existing
businesses and new businesses. The purpose of this strategy is to enhance the profile of Downtown
Eastside products and services through a variety of cost shared initiatives (Downtown Eastside
businesses and government).

Actions
•

Establish a City-wide “Buy Downtown Eastside” program.

•

Develop cooperative marketing initiatives.

•

Develop and maintain an on-line catalogue of Downtown Eastside products and services.

•

Link existing businesses to the VA Corporate Engagement Website (see Strategy A.5).

Intended output: Programs that are intended to encourage the growth in overall purchasing
and application of Downtown Eastside products and services.

Intended outcome: An enhanced, viable and sustained business economy in the Downtown
Eastside.
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Strategy B.4 – Celebrate successes of the Downtown Eastside
Recognizing and celebrating successes in the Downtown Eastside will inform businesses of the
positive outcomes that are being achieved as a result of their existence in the Downtown Eastside,
and thus, support the VA’s ability to maintain and sustain the participation of these businesses in the
Downtown Eastside, and potentially attract new businesses.

Actions
•

Recognize Downtown Eastside successes such as:
Innovative housing developments
Successful heritage restoration projects
Effective social programs
Successful real estate development programs
Effective business enhancement
Arts and cultural achievements
Festivals
Business successes such as expansion, new contracts, or awards

•

Recognition initiatives could include:
Success stories profiled in the quarterly VA corporate engagement newsletter (see
Strategy A.5).
Recognition at the annual Corporate Engagement Conference Gala Awards
Ceremony (see Strategy A.5).

Intended output: Activities that celebrate the successes of businesses in the Downtown
Eastside.

Intended outcome: Existing businesses continue to operate and contribute to positive change
in the Downtown Eastside.
GOAL C: Maintain and Increase Corporate Investment from Existing Investors
Maintain and increase existing corporate engagement by attracting increased financial and in-kind
investment/support from existing corporate partners.
There are many corporations that currently support positive social and economic change in the
Downtown Eastside. This support is demonstrated through financial investment, donations of
materials, donations of time and expertise, etc. Examples of existing corporate partners include:
•

VanCity Credit Union

•

Bell Canada

•

UBC

•

Hudson’s Bay Company

•

Pivotal Software
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There is need to maintain existing enthusiasm and support for the Downtown Eastside from the
existing partners. There is also an opportunity to increase their future investment, given that some of
these corporations have active CR policies and have demonstrated an interest in the Downtown
Eastside.

Strategy C.1 – Maintain an inventory of current corporate investors
(See Strategy A.3)
An inventory of current corporate investors will allow the VA and associated organizations to
quickly access information that is essential to making sound, quality corporate engagement decisions
related to existing corporate engagement partners.

Actions
•

Maintain an inventory that profiles current corporate investors, including their:
Corporate profile
CR policies
Historical corporate investment in the Downtown Eastside: channel for
investment, type of investment, level of investment, and intended and actual
outcome from the investment.

Intended output: Compilation of up-to-date information related to current corporate
engagement partners and their needs.

Intended outcome: Adequate, sound decisions related to the maintenance and enhancement of
engagement from current corporate engagement partners are made and are supported by reliable
and up-to-date information.

Strategy C.2 – Formally acknowledge the contributions of existing corporate investors
Formally acknowledging the contributions of the existing corporate investors and the positive
outcomes that are being achieved as a result of their contributions to the Downtown Eastside will
help to provide incentive for further contribution, and as a result, support the VA’s ability to
maintain and increase corporate investment from existing partners.

Actions
•

Formally acknowledge the contributions of existing corporate investors on a regular basis
through:
Success stories profiled in the quarterly VA corporate engagement newsletter (see
Strategy A.5).
Recognition at the annual Corporate Engagement Conference Gala Awards
Ceremony (see Strategy A.5).
Meetings with corporate investors, involving, when appropriate, beneficiaries of the
investment.
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Intended output: A series of activities that formally acknowledge corporate engagement
partners for their contribution to the Downtown Eastside.

Intended outcome: Current corporate engagement partners enhance their contributions to the
Downtown Eastside.

Strategy C.3 – Proactively seek increased investment from existing corporate partners
Critical to the actualization of positive change in the Downtown Eastside is long-term and varied
contributions from corporate engagement partners. As such, the VA must work to expand the
amount and type of contributions from existing corporate engagement partners.

Actions
•

Regularly define new opportunities for:
Financial and in-kind investment in the VA generally
Financial and in-kind investment for specific VA programs/initiatives (see Strategy
A.5)
Direct financial investment in the Downtown Eastside

•

From the above opportunities, create “investment packages” that profile the opportunities
in a manner that will appeal to specific corporate partners. Match these packages against
specific types of corporate partners.

•

Proactively and regularly approach existing corporate partners to make them aware of the
opportunities to enhance their corporate engagement in the Downtown Eastside through
the investment packages defined above.

•

Design and implement appropriate marketing activities (refer Marketing Approaches
Section).

•

Design and implement appropriate benefit packages (refer to Partnership Benefits Section).

Intended output: A series of initiatives aimed at increasing and diversifying corporate
engagement contributions.

Intended outcome: Current corporate engagement partners enhance their contributions to the
Downtown Eastside.
GOAL D: Attract and Sustain Corporate Engagement from New Corporate Partners
Attract new corporate engagement for the Downtown Eastside encompassing the full range of
corporate engagement activities across a range of business sectors.
There are significant opportunities to attract new corporate partners in the Downtown Eastside,
which is a critical thrust of the Corporate Engagement Plan. The extent to which these
opportunities are realized depends upon a well-conceived and well-resourced plan.
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The range of potential corporate engagement activities include:
• Grants: Financial contributions without expectations of direct financial return.
• Resources: Providing corporate resources such as expertise, staff time, or materials.
• Investment: Financial investment with expectations of direct financial return.
• Location: Locating all or a part of business operations within the Downtown Eastside.
• Procurement: Corporate purchases from, or employing residents of the Downtown
Eastside.

Strategy D.1 – Maintain a sector inventory
One tool which will enable the VA Corporate Engagement Team to respond quickly to corporate
engagement opportunities and create more effective linkages between corporate and Downtown
Eastside partners will be a current database of businesses and sector-specific economic data. This
inventory can be compiled using existing databases from sources such as Business in Vancouver’s
Book of Lists, Canada Business Points Database, and other business registries. Company-specific
information can often be collected from corporate websites. Sector information is available through
Statistics Canada, BC Statistics and industry associations, among other sources.

Actions
•

Create an inventory of potential corporate investors, categorized by industry sector. The
inventory should include a profile of each sector, including the following information:
Sector Size (BC) (# businesses)
Sector Size (BC) (gross revenues)
Key Issues or Challenges in the Sector
Major Companies Within the Sector
CR History of Major Companies
Downtown Eastside History of Major Companies
Contact Information for Executives, Board of Directors, or CR Representative

•

Maintain the inventory on a regular basis, updated with information on specific major
corporate engagement activities for each major company.

Intended output:: An up-to-date and searchable electronic database of potential target
companies and summary background information on each sector.

Intended outcome: To enable targeted engagement proposals to be created quickly and
efficiently.

Strategy D.2 – Establish a screening process to identify priority prospects
Establishing a screening process and criteria that can be used regularly to help identify high priority
prospects (specific companies) within priority sectors for potential corporate engagement in the
Downtown Eastside is important for refining the inventory of companies to a short list of highpotential partnering opportunities.
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Part of the screening process would be to establish a “screening committee” which would review the
numerical data and evaluate the more qualitative elements of the inventory. The screening
committee would identify specific targets to approach with corporate engagement opportunities and
benefits.

Actions
•

Determine industry sectors that are priority candidates for corporate engagement
Compatibility of sector with Downtown Eastside opportunities – Does or could the sector
have business interests in the Downtown Eastside?
This sector is characterized by strong CR policies and practices; and/or
Currently this sector conducts business in the Downtown Eastside; and/or
Currently this sector is involved with a Downtown Eastside program (e.g., Building
Opportunities with Business, etc.); and/or
This sector could conduct business in the Downtown Eastside

•

Determine Target Companies within Priority Industry Sectors
Compatibility of company with Downtown Eastside opportunities – Does or could the
company have business interests in the Downtown Eastside?
This company is characterized by strong CR policies and practices; and/or
Currently this company conducts business in the Downtown Eastside; and/or
Currently this company is involved with a Downtown Eastside program (e.g., Building
Opportunities with Business, etc.); and/or
This company could conduct business in the Downtown Eastside
Gross revenues

Intended output: A list of companies and sectors for target marketing
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Intended outcome: More effective use of staff time, and a higher success rate for the VA
corporate engagement team.

Strategy D.3 – Design benefits packages tailored to target sectors and target companies
A detailed benefits package should be created which outlines the broad range of potential benefits
that could be realized by corporate partners who become involved in CE initiatives on the
Downtown Eastside. The benefits will vary, depending on the type and scale of involvement the
company participates in. Furthermore, there should be a selection of benefits that are negotiable
with the VA, outside of the benefits that would accrue from the partnership itself.

Actions
•
•

Create a detailed list of the potential benefits of corporate engagement in the Downtown
Eastside
Create a list of negotiable benefits for corporations that provide financial grants. These
benefits could include recognition in VA materials, newsletters, web site, press releases,
events, etc

Intended output: A list of potential benefits relating to corporate engagement in the
Downtown Eastside.

Intended outcome: Higher success rate for the VA corporate engagement team.
Strategy D.4 – Develop and implement an “Investment Case” for Target Sectors and Target
Companies
Once priority target sectors and companies for corporate engagement have been identified, a strong,
persuasive “investment” case must be made for why a company should support and invest in VA
Downtown Eastside programs and other engagement opportunities. Identifying the anticipated
mutual benefits generated by this investment is also important. The following information should
be included in a brochure or targeted marketing package distributed via the most appropriate
channels.

Actions
•

Prepare a marketing brochure to be distributed to companies identified in the screening
process as target companies, and through industry associations. The brochure should
include information on the following:
Distinctive features and strengths of the VA and/or Downtown Eastside that may
benefit the company
Opportunities for the company that may arise via engagement in the Downtown
Eastside
Potential business challenges that can be addressed via engagement in the
Downtown Eastside
Specific resource needs of the VA and Downtown Eastside identified in Strategy
A.5
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Specific organization(s) and people who will be responsible for managing the
corporate resources
How corporate resources and progress will be monitored and reported to all parties
involved
The necessary maximum length of a partnership in order to meet resource needs
and achieve goals
Supporting publications and strategic documents of the VA, including the
Integrated Strategic Plan, business plan, annual report, Downtown Eastside
Economic Revitalization Plan, Outcomes Review, etc. Note that the majority of
potential corporate investors will be expecting openness, transparency and evidence
of credibility from the VA.
Evidence of historical and/or existing corporate support and/or key partnerships
for the Downtown Eastside (e.g. Bell Canada, VANOC, etc.)
Any other relevant information that may impact a company’s decision to help
actualize engagement in the Downtown Eastside

Intended output:: An electronic and paper brochure which details the opportunities for,
benefits of, and past success stories relating to corporate engagement in the Downtown Eastside.

Intended outcome: Higher success rate for the VA corporate engagement team.
Conclusions

This section presented a Corporate Engagement vision, supported by specific goals, strategies and
actions intended to help the VA achieve the vision. Many of the actions identified under each of the
goals are linked to one another; as such, no one goal can stand alone. Several of the actions noted in
this section are referred to in other sections of the report, and most notably, the Market Approaches
section. An implementation framework for the goals, strategies and actions is presented later in the
report.
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Target Market Analysis and Opportunities
Introduction

Given the range of potential corporate engagement opportunities, the list of potential corporate
engagement partners is seemingly endless. There are, for example, many opportunities for
companies or individuals to make philanthropic contributions to economic development or other
initiatives that support the VA’s goals. In this section, a more focused target analysis identifies, by
industry sector, companies and types of companies that could become partners in corporate engagement
initiatives, and the most probable and effective methods to engage them.
The intent of this section is not to simply present a broad list of companies that could potentially be
engaged. Rather, the key objective here is to define a more refined target market of legitimately
potential corporate partners who, in keeping with the vision statement, could participate in a flow of
value between themselves and the Downtown Eastside.
Target Market Framework

Any company is capable of contributing positively to the Downtown Eastside through grants,
partnerships, affiliations, and business practises. In order to build a strategy that can acknowledge,
promote, and strategically target the benefits of involvement in the Downtown Eastside, this section
describes a system for categorizing types of corporate engagement.
Industries are commonly categorized according to the North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS) 20 , which is a standardized system that is replicable, reliable, and familiar to many
government agencies and businesses. At the 2-digit level of the NAICS hierarchy there are 20 broad
industrial sectors. Not all of the sectors are applicable for consideration in this corporate
engagement plan. Public Administration and Health Services, for example, are sectors that are
engaged by the VA through other initiatives and are therefore not considered here. Furthermore,
this Corporate Engagement Plan is targeted towards corporate engagement; indeed while there may be
many companies and organizations with much to offer the VA, NAICS 2-digit sectors that are
dominated by public sector or community associations were not considered here. A full list of the

20 The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) is an industry classification system
developed by the statistical agencies of Canada, Mexico and the United States. It is designed to provide
common definitions of the industrial structure of the three countries and a common statistical framework
to facilitate the analysis of the three economies. Its hierarchical structure is composed of sectors (twodigit code), subsectors (three-digit code), industry groups (four-digit code), and industries (five-digit
code). Source: Statistics Canada, 2004
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20 sectors can be found in Appendix B. The following NAICS categories will be considered in this
analysis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

21 Mining
23 Construction and Development
31-33 Manufacturing
42 Wholesale Trade
44-45 Retail Trade
48-49 Transportation and Warehousing
51 Information
52-53 Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
54 Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
61 Educational Services
71 Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
72 Accommodation and Food Services
81 Personal and Other Services

Within each of these broad sectors, a select list of companies is presented. These companies are
Key Targets; they are the companies most likely ‘engageable’ in the Downtown Eastside. Their
selection is based on one or more of the following: they are currently engaged in efforts in this
community or elsewhere; they have strong CR policies and experience; they are among the largest
companies in their industry; they could see specific benefits from their engagement.
Some industries have very strong and active organizations which organize events, lobby
governments, promote the industry, provide networking and generally advance their membership’s
corporate interests. Some of the target markets in this analysis could be best contacted through
those industry groups, whereas in other cases, it would likely be more useful to contact specific
company executives directly. In the Methods of Contact section, various options are presented
which generally correspond to the type of engagement suited to that industry (range of corporate
engagement types are discussed below). For example, corporate resources or procurement options
could be effectively communicated through industry organizations whereas financial grants could
require direct communication between VA and corporate executives.
In the Key Sector Issues and Sector Experience in CR, information is presented that could offer
preliminary insight to help target the engagement “menu” and benefits discussion to specific
industries.
At the end of each sector discussion, Engagement Targets are offered which recommend which
types of engagement could be most applicable for that sector. These Engagement Targets generally
follow from what industry or specific businesses the target market is engaged in; they are not
intended to be definitive, but rather they act as recommendations for early discussions or
approaches.
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Range of Corporate Engagement Types

As discussed earlier, there are many ways for corporations to be involved in improving the
Downtown Eastside in support of the VA. By classifying the range of opportunities into groups,
the industry sectors can be targeted for specific types of involvement. The following is a list of types
of involvement.
Corporate Grants:

Financial contributions without expectations of direct financial return

Corporate Resources:

Resources in lieu of cash (e.g. human resources, professional services,
space, materials and technological resources), without expectations of
direct financial return

Corporate Investment: Financial investment in land, buildings, companies, individuals, or other
groups with the expectation of financial return
Business Location:

The act of physically locating all or part of business operations within the
Downtown Eastside

Corporate Procurement: Consciously choosing to purchase products or services from Downtown
Eastside businesses or employing residents from the Downtown Eastside
Target sectors are identified and profiled below.
Mining

This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in extracting naturally occurring minerals.
The term mining is used in the broad sense to include activities customarily done at the mine site, or
as a part of mining activity such as exploration for minerals, development of mineral properties and
mining operations. In 2005 there were 1,152 businesses in this sector in British Columbia, and 6
businesses in this sector in the Downtown Eastside. Mining is a $4.5 billion industry in British
Columbia, generating 6,442 direct jobs and more than 12,000 indirect jobs 21 .
Mining
Target Companies in
BC

•

Teck Cominco

•

Cameco

•
•

Placer Dome
Alcan

•

Inco

Methods of Contact

•

Contact company directly

•

Mining Association of British Columbia

•

British Columbia and Yukon Chamber of Mines

•

Mining Association of Canada

•

Lack of investment in new exploration

•

Access to skilled labour

Key Sector Issues

21 Mining Association of BC, 2006
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Whereas some companies in this sector such as Alcan are world
leaders in CR initiatives, as a sector, the mining industry has been
slow to reach beyond the communities in which its companies
operate.
• Corporate grants
• Corporate procurement

Construction & Development

This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in constructing, repairing and renovating
buildings and engineering works, and in subdividing and developing land. In 2005 there were over
11,600 businesses in this sector in British Columbia and 37 businesses located in the Downtown
Eastside.
Following four years of rapid growth, the trend in housing starts has levelled off in recent months.
However, the construction sector remains very healthy in the province. Building activity is at an
elevated level and there are some indications that starts may turn up again 22 .
Constructions & Development
Target Companies in
• Ledcor
BC
• PCL
Methods of Contact

Key Sector Issues

Sector Experience
with CR

Corporate
Engagement Targets

•

Progressive

•

Polygon

•

Intertech

•

British Columbia Construction Association

•

Council of Construction Associations

•

Greater Vancouver Home Builders' Association

•

Urban Development Institute

•

Contact company directly

•

Rising materials and labour costs

•

Access to skilled labour

• Land constraints
Ledcor has strong community involvement and donation history,
primarily in health-related initiatives. Polygon has a history of
contributing to the arts, and to the Union Gospel Mission. Most
large companies in this sector have ethical practises statements and
are involved in the community.
• Corporate grants
• Corporate procurement
• Corporate investment
• Corporate procurement

22 Business Council of BC, 2006
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Manufacturing

This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in the physical or chemical transformation
of materials or substances into new products. Related activities, such as the assembly of the
component parts of manufactured goods, the blending of materials and the finishing of
manufactured products are also included. In 2005 there were almost 1,500 businesses in this sector
in British Columbia, and 110 businesses in the Downtown Eastside.
The province's manufacturing industries are largely resource-based, with a major emphasis on forest
products, food, refined petroleum products and metal products. In 2003, the manufacturing sector
had shipments valued at $37 billion, employed 206,100 persons and accounted for an estimated 10.2
percent of British Columbia's gross domestic product 23 .
Manufacturing
Target Companies in
BC

Methods of Contact

Key Sector Issues

Sector Experience
with CR

Corporate
Engagement Targets

•

Norske-Skog

•

Creo

•

Gildan Activewear

•

Acetex

•

International Forest
Products

•

Council of Forest Industries

•

Forest Products Association of Canada

•

Contact company directly

•

Declining public perception of the forestry sector

•

Access to a secure wood supply

•

Maintaining access to customers and markets

•

Competition from cheaper labour markets

•

Rising commodity prices

The forest products manufacturing sector has been making slow
progress in environmental sustainability but rates highly in
community and aboriginal relations and charitable donations 24 .
Other manufacturing companies, particularly in high-technology,
have ethical practises procedures.
• Corporate grants
• Corporate procurement
• Business location in the Downtown Eastside
• Corporate procurement

23 www.britishcolumbia.com
24 Report On Business CSR Rankings, 2005
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Wholesale Trade

This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in wholesaling merchandise and providing
related logistics, marketing and support services. The wholesaling process is generally an
intermediate step in the distribution of merchandise; many wholesalers are therefore organized to
sell merchandise in large quantities to retailers, and business and institutional clients. In 2005 there
were almost 10,600 businesses in this sector in British Columbia and 143 businesses in the
Downtown Eastside.
During 2005, the value of wholesale sales in BC rose 8.8% as wholesalers marked a fourth straight
year of solid growth. The increase was above the national average (+5.7%), but well below the
double-digit gains seen in the Prairie provinces. BC wholesalers of metal products, motor vehicles,
machinery & equipment and farm products made particularly strong gains (well into the doubledigits). Most wholesalers had a good year in 2005. The lone exception was wholesalers of alcohol &
tobacco products, who saw sales drop off 6.0% during 2005. 25
Wholesale Trade
Target Companies in
BC
Methods of Contact

Key Sector Issues

Sector Experience
with CR

Corporate
Engagement Targets

•

Finning International

•

Xerox Canada Inc

•

Taiga Building Products

•

West Fraser Mills

•

Canwel Building Materials

•

Relevant industry associations

•

Board of Trade

•

Contact company directly

•

Specific to industries

•

Transportation infrastructure

•

Fuel prices

This sector includes a wide range of industries and company types.
Finning and Xerox Canada, as examples, have detailed Community
Investment frameworks on their websites, and should be primary
corporate engagement targets.
• Corporate grants
•
•

Corporate resources
Business location in the Downtown Eastside

Retail Trade

The retail trade sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in retailing merchandise, generally
without transformation, and rendering services incidental to the sale of merchandise. The retailing
process is the final step in the distribution of merchandise; retailers are therefore organized to sell
merchandise in small quantities to the general public. This sector comprises both store-based and

25 BC Stats Infoline; Issue 07-06
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non-store retailers. In 2005 there were over 28,700 retail trade businesses in British Columbia, and
436 in the Downtown Eastside. Retail trade was a $50 billion industry in BC in 2005, making it the
single largest industry by revenue. Industry growth is steady at approximately 5%-6% per year.
Retail Trade
Target Companies in
BC
Methods of Contact

Key Sector Issues

•

Wal-Mart

•

Home Depot

•

HBC

•

Mountain Equipment Co-op

•

Sears Canada

•

Retail BC

•

Retail Council of Canada

•

Board of Trade

•

Contact company directly

•

Access to labour

•

Access to new markets

Sector Experience
with CR

As a sector, retailers have not been strong in community or
aboriginal relations. Health and safety issues as well as
environmental practises could be improved. Some retailers such as
MEC and Hudson’s Bay Company have become leaders in CR, and
large industry players such as Wal-Mart are adjusting practises.

Corporate
Engagement Targets

•

Corporate grants

•
•

Corporate investment
Business location in the Downtown Eastside

Transportation and Warehousing

This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in transporting passengers and goods,
warehousing and storing goods, and providing services to these establishments. The modes of
transportation are road (trucking, transit and ground passenger), rail, water, air and pipeline. Many
of the establishments in this sector are structured as networks, with activities, workers, and physical
facilities distributed over an extensive geographic area. In 2005 there were almost 4,900 businesses
in this sector in British Columbia and 43 businesses in the Downtown Eastside.
Transportation and Warehousing
Target Companies in
• Rocky Mountaineer Railtours
BC
• BC Ferry Corp
Methods of Contact

•

United Grain Growers

•

BC Supercargoes Association

•

BC Trucking Association

•

BC Aviation Council

•

Chamber of Shipping

•

Contact company directly

•

Purolator Courier

•

Cascade Aerospace
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Transportation and Warehousing
Key Sector Issues
• Looming labour shortage
•

Higher fuel prices

•

Higher Canadian dollar

Sector Experience
with CR

This sector includes a wide range of industry types and companies
with disparate track records in CR. BC Ferry Corp has community
investment guidelines published online, but limits its investment to
“coastal communities.” Rocky Mountaineer has programs including
heritage preservation in the communities it serves, and has recently
established a Sustainability Division within the company.

Corporate
Engagement Targets

•

Corporate grants

•

Corporate resources

•
•
•

Corporate investment
Business location in the Downtown Eastside
Corporate procurement

Information and Culture

This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in creating and disseminating (except by
wholesale and retail methods) information and cultural products, such as written works, musical
works or recorded performances, recorded dramatic performances, software and information
databases, or providing the means to disseminate them. In 2005 there were almost 3,200 businesses
in this sector in British Columbia, and 135 in the Downtown Eastside.
Information and Culture
Target Companies in
•
BC

Canwest (Pacific Newspaper
Group)

•

Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation

•

General Motors Place

•

CTV

Methods of Contact

•

Contact directly through executives or CR representative

Key Sector Issues

•

Impacts of technology on their market

•

Competition

Sector Experience
with CR

Media companies as a group have not been strong in community
and aboriginal relations, or in environmental policies (newspaper
publishers, primarily). Canwest’s online philanthropy report
outlines over $57 million in donations and in-kind contributions in
2005, primarily to arts, cultural, and educational groups and
programs.

Corporate
Engagement Targets

•

Corporate grants

•

Corporate resources
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Finance, Insurance and Real Estate

This sector comprises establishments engaged in financial transactions, renting, leasing or otherwise
allowing the use of tangible or intangible assets, including managing real estate for others; selling,
renting and/or buying of real estate for others. In 2005 there were almost 12,200 businesses in this
sector in British Columbia, and 116 in the Downtown Eastside.
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
Target Companies in
• Major financial institutions
BC
• Dundee Securities
Methods of Contact

Key Sector Issues
Sector Experience
with CR

Corporate
Engagement Targets

•

Bentall Capital

•

Colliers International

•

Pacific Blue Cross

•

Contact directly through executives or CR representative

•

Insurance Brokers Association of BC

•

Real Estate Institute of BC

•

Competition

•

Government regulations

The consumer banking industry has been a strong participant in CR,
lead by VanCity. The banking industry has leaders in corporate
philanthropy, but has not fared as well in aboriginal relations or
human rights 26 .
• Corporate grants
•

Corporate resources

•

Business location

•

Corporate investment

Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services

This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in activities in which human capital is the
major input. These establishments make available the knowledge and skills of their employees, often
on an assignment basis. The main components of this sector are legal services, accounting,
architectural, engineering, design services, scientific research and advertising services industries. In
2005 there were over 14,700 businesses in this sector in British Columbia, and 372 in the Downtown
Eastside.
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Target Companies in
• Farris Vaughan Wells &
BC
Murphy
Methods of Contact

•

Davis & Co.

•

Sandwell Engineering Inc

•

Borden Ladner Gervais

•

Contact directly through executives

26 Report On Business CSR Rankings, 2005
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Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Key Sector Issues
• Access to and cost of skilled labour
Sector Experience
with CR

Corporate
Engagement Targets

Legal firms in the market appear to offer pro bono legal services,
fundraising and encouraging their staff to perform volunteer service.
Sandwell Engineering promotes its Health, Safety, Environment, and
Community (HSEC) commitments online.
• Corporate grants
•

Corporate resources

•

Corporate procurement

Educational Services

This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in providing instruction and training in a
wide variety of subjects. This instruction and training is provided by specialized establishments, such
as schools, colleges, universities and training centres. In 2005 there were over 4,500 businesses in
this sector in British Columbia and 48 in the Downtown Eastside.
Educational Services
Target Companies in
BC

•

UBC

•

Vancouver Film School

•

Simon Fraser University

•

Emily Carr

•

BCIT

Methods of Contact

•

Contact directly through community liaison office or president

Key Sector Issues

•

Government relations

•

Maintaining enrolment and tuition targets

Sector Experience
with CR

Corporate
Engagement Targets

UBC has significant “learning exchange” programs already in place
in the Downtown Eastside. Other institutions are either physically
present in the Downtown Eastside, or have some community
outreach efforts involving education.
• Corporate resources
•

Location in the Downtown Eastside

•

Corporate procurement

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation

This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in operating facilities or providing services
to meet the cultural, entertainment and recreational interests of their patrons. These establishments
produce, promote or participate in live performances, provide the artistic, creative and technical
skills, preserve and exhibit objects and sites, and they operate sports and recreational facilities. In
2005 there were almost 4,100 businesses in this sector in British Columbia and 36 in the Downtown
Eastside.
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Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Target Companies in
• Great Canadian Casinos
BC
• Gateway Casinos

•

Movie Production

•

Professional Sports

•

Theatre companies

Methods of Contact

•

Contact directly

Key Sector Issues

•

Property taxes

•

High Canadian dollar

•

Access to fixed sets, sound stage space

Sector Experience
with CR
Corporate
Engagement Targets

Great Canadian Casinos lists philanthropy and volunteerism as its
main community relations efforts. Professional sports teams are
often involved in charitable efforts involving health and children.
• Corporate grants
•

Corporate resources

•

Business location in the Downtown Eastside

•

Corporate procurement

Accommodation and Food Services

This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in providing short-term lodging and
complementary services to travellers, vacationers and others, as well as establishments primarily
engaged in preparing meals, snacks and beverages, to customer order, for immediate consumption
on and off the premises. In 2005 there were over 14,100 businesses in this sector in British
Columbia and 228 in the Downtown Eastside. In the 2005 calendar year, it is estimated that a total
of 22.9 million people travelled in British Columbia, generating revenues estimated at $9.8 billion,
supporting nearly 18,000 tourism-related businesses throughout the province, and more than
115,000 people employed in jobs directly related to tourism 27 .
Accommodation and Food Services
Target Companies in
• Fairmont Hotels
BC
• Intrawest
Methods of Contact

Key Sector Issues

27 Tourism BC, 2006

•

Cara Operations

•

Starbucks

•

Westin

•

British Columbian Restaurant and Food Services Association

•

The British Columbia and Yukon Hotels' Association

•

Tourism BC

•

Reducing red tape and regulation

•

Flexible and balanced employment standards and labour laws
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Accommodation and Food Services
• Lower taxes
•
Sector Experience
with CR

Corporate
Engagement Targets

Enhanced tourism promotion

The hotel industry is currently engaged in the Downtown Eastside
through the Stars training program. Many hotels have ethical
purchasing programs. Restaurant chains such as Earl’s and
Starbucks Coffee have philanthropy and resource-sharing programs
in place.
• Corporate grants
•

Corporate resources

•

Business location in the Downtown Eastside

•

Corporate procurement

Personal and Other Services

This sector comprises personal and service establishments, not classified to any other sector,
primarily engaged in repair or maintenance of motor vehicles and other products; personal care
services, funeral services, laundry services and other services to individuals; organizing and
promoting religious activities; and supporting various causes through grant-making, advocating
various social and political causes, and promoting and defending the interests of their members. In
2005 there were over 19,800 businesses in this sector in British Columbia, and 233 in the Downtown
Eastside.
Personal and Other Services
Target Companies in
This sector is dominated by small, independent operators. In
BC
keeping with the goals of this corporate engagement plan, the focus
in this sector should be to create conditions whereby existing service
establishments can grow stronger and expand. Additions to the area
could be encouraged as the market warrants. Major industries within
this sector include;
•

Auto repair and maintenance

•

Personal Services

Methods of Contact

•

Contact directly

Key Sector Issues

•

Competition

•

Market accessibility

•

Taxes

Sector Experience
with CR

Canadian Tire is one of the largest providers of automobile services
in the country. Through several internal initiatives, the company
makes philanthropic and charitable donations to support families and
children. Most other service businesses are too small to have
published examples of corporate engagement or CR initiatives.
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Personal and Other Services
Corporate
• Corporate resources
Engagement Targets
• Business location in the Downtown Eastside
•

Corporate procurement

Target Market’s Corporate Engagement Summary

Based on the target market analysis, the following table presents a summary of the types of
engagement applicable for the target sectors profiled above. As noted previously in the report, the
types of engagement per target sector are not intended to be definitive, but rather they act as
recommendations and starting points for discussions with businesses. The most applicable type(s) of
engagement for each target sector is indicated by two tick marks.
Type of Engagement

Grants

Resources

Investment

Location

Procurement

Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance Insurance Real Estate
Professional, Scientific, and
Technical Services
Educational Services
Arts, Entertainment, and
Recreation
Accommodation and Food
Services
Personal and Other Services
Conclusions

Given the wide range of options that exist for companies to actively contribute to the changes
envisioned by the VA, an equally wide range of companies could be targeted for Corporate
Engagement. However, given the high perceived risk and the low perceived benefits of doing
business in the Downtown Eastside, coupled with the typically risk adverse corporate decisionmaking process, it will be beneficial for the success of the Corporate Engagement Plan to
demonstrate successes quickly and clearly. The goal of this target market analysis is to assist the VA
in being efficient and effective in the early stages of implementing the plan. Targeting companies
that are large, ones that are predisposed to CR, are already present in some form in the Downtown
Eastside, and could see specific benefits from corporate engagement in the neighbourhood could
result in “quick wins” and future success with other companies.
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• Finning
• Starbucks
• Vancouver Film School
• Canwest (Pacific Newspaper Group)
• Gildan Activewear
• Ledcor
• Retailers
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Marketing Approaches
Introduction

This section presents recommended marketing approaches for the five different types of corporate
engagement, which are defined as follows.
Corporate Grants:

Financial contributions without expectations of direct financial return

Corporate Resources:

Resources in lieu of cash (e.g. human resources, professional services,
space, materials and technological resources), without expectations of
direct financial return

Corporate Investment:

Financial investment in land, buildings, companies, individuals, or
other groups with the expectation of financial return

Business Location:

The act of physically locating all or part of business operations within
the Downtown Eastside

Corporate Procurement:

Consciously choosing to purchase products or services from
Downtown Eastside businesses or employing residents from the
Downtown Eastside

Given the similarity in the recommended marketing approach for attracting Corporate Grants and
Corporate Resources, the approaches for these two types of corporate engagement are described
together. The marketing approaches for the remaining three types of corporate engagement are
described separately.
Marketing Approach for Corporate Grants and Corporate Resources

The marketing approach for these two forms of corporate engagement is two-pronged, focusing:
•

First, on each priority sector; and,

•

Second on each priority company within each target sector.

Sector-Wide Marketing Approach
Sector-wide marketing initiatives to attract corporate grants and corporate resources should be
applied to the priority sectors identified in the Target Market Analysis and Opportunities Section of the
report.
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Corporate Grants and Corporate Resources
Sector-Wide Marketing Approach
Investment Corporate Grants:
Type
Financial contributions without expectations of direct financial return
Corporate Resources:
Resources in lieu of cash (e.g. human resources, professional services, space,
materials and technological resources), without expectations of direct financial
return
Objective
• Raise awareness within the sector about opportunities for companies to
contribute grants and/or other resources to VA initiatives generally or to
specific VA initiatives
Audience
• Specific association (identified previously in the report) for each sector
• Target the association’s executive management staff (i.e. President or Executive
Director)
Media
• Association newsletters
• Association websites
• Annual association conferences
• Personal communication with association presidents
• VA Corporate Engagement Annual Conference
• VA Corporate Engagement breakfast speaker series
Tools
• Menu of engagement opportunities (specific initiatives and the resources
required for their implementation)
• VA Corporate Engagement Program Guide (brochure)
• VA Corporate Engagement Newsletter
• Benefits package that focuses on the types of benefits associated with
philanthropic activities
• Speaking Engagement/Presentation Tool
Activities
• Direct mail to association president: personalized letter, VA Corporate
Engagement Newsletter and Program Guide
• Meeting with association president to gain a better understanding of
opportunities for the provision of corporate grants and resources from member
companies and how to best approach target companies
• Notice/Advertisements/Articles for associations, newsletters and websites
• Speaking engagement at annual association conferences
• Invitation of association president to: VA Corporate Engagement Annual
Conference and breakfast speaker series
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Company-Specific Marketing Approach
Company-specific marketing initiatives to attract corporate grants and corporate resources should be
applied to the priority companies within the target sectors identified in the Target Market Analysis and
Opportunities Section of the report.
Corporate Grants and Corporate Resources
Company-Specific Marketing Approach
Investment Corporate Grants:
Type
Financial contributions without expectations of direct financial return
Corporate Resources:
Resources in lieu of cash (e.g. human resources, professional services, space,
materials and technological resources), without expectations of direct financial
return
Objective
• Increase corporate engagement in the form of corporate grants and/or other
resources for VA initiatives generally or for specific VA initiatives
Audience
• Initially, start with the five priority companies within each target sector
• Target senior company officials
(e.g., Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operating Officer,
and/or Company President)
Media
• Personal communication
• VA Corporate Engagement Annual Conference
• VA Corporate Engagement breakfast speaker series
Tools
• Menu of engagement opportunities (specific initiatives and the resources
required for their implementation)
• VA Corporate Engagement Program Guide (brochure)
• Benefits package that focuses on the types of benefits associated with
philanthropic activities
Activities
• Direct mail to senior company officials
• Follow-up telephone call with senior company officials
• Follow-up meeting/series of meetings with senior company officials
• Invitation of senior company official to: VA Corporate Engagement Annual
Conference and breakfast speaker series
• Site visits and existing “exposure tours” such as CBSR’s “Seeing is Believing
• Existing investor to potential investor meetings
Marketing Approach for Corporate Investment

The marketing approach for this form of corporate engagement is two-pronged, focusing:
•

First, on each priority sector; and,

•

Second on each priority company within each target sector.
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Sector-Wide Marketing Approach
Sector-wide marketing initiatives to attract corporate investment in the Downtown Eastside should
be applied to the priority sectors identified in the Target Market Analysis and Opportunities Section of the
report. Given that return on investment (“ROI”) is a major attractor for this type of corporate
investment, the focus of marketing tools and activities should be on the potential financial benefits
related to the corporate investment opportunities.
Corporate Investment
Sector-Wide Marketing Approach
Investment Corporate Investment:
Type
Financial investment in land, buildings, companies, individuals, or other groups with
the expectation of financial return
Objective
• Raise awareness within the sector about opportunities for companies to make
financial investments in land, buildings, individuals or other groups within the
Downtown Eastside
Audience
• Specific association (identified previously in the report) for each sector
• Target the association’s executive management staff (i.e. President or Executive
Director)
Media
• Association newsletters
• Association websites
• Annual association conferences
• Personal communication with association presidents
• VA Corporate Engagement Annual Conference
• VA Corporate Engagement breakfast speaker series
• VA Website
Tools
• Menu of investment opportunities specific to each sector
• Benefits Package specific to corporate investment, focusing primarily on
business-related (“ROI”) benefits
Activities
• Direct mail to association president: personalized letter
• Meeting with association president to gain a better understanding of
opportunities provision of corporate grants and resources from member
companies and how to best approach target companies
• Notice/Advertisements/Articles for associations, newsletters and websites
• Speaking engagement at annual association conferences
• Invitation of association president to: VA Corporate Engagement Annual
Conference and breakfast speaker series
Company-Specific Marketing Approach
Company-specific marketing initiatives to attract corporate investment should be applied to the
priority companies within the target sectors identified in the Target Market Analysis and Opportunities
Section of the report. As with the sector-wide marketing approach, the focus of marketing tools and
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activities should be on the potential financial benefits related to the corporate investment
opportunities.
Corporate Investment
Company-Specific Marketing Approach
Investment Corporate Investment:
Type
Financial investment in land, buildings, companies, individuals, or other groups with
the expectation of financial return
Objective
• Increase corporate engagement in the investment in land, buildings, individuals
or other groups within the Downtown Eastside
Audience
• Initially, start with the five priority companies within each target sector
• Target senior company officials
(e.g., Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operating Officer,
and/or Company President)
Media
• Personal communication
• VA Corporate Engagement Annual Conference
• VA Corporate Engagement breakfast speaker series
Tools
• VA Corporate Engagement Program Guide (brochure)
• Benefits Package
• Menu of investment opportunities (specific initiatives and the resources required
for their implementation)
• Business resource centre to assist businesses:
o Identify appropriate investment opportunities (detailed in the
“menu of investment opportunities” (see above)
o Understand possible government incentives available to investors
in the Downtown Eastside
o Connect with complementary businesses and service providers in
the Downtown Eastside (real estate, financial services, etc.)
Activities
• Direct mail to senior company officials
• Follow-up telephone call with senior company officials
• Follow-up meeting/series of meetings with senior company officials
• Invitation of senior company official to: VA Corporate Engagement Annual
Conference and breakfast speaker series
• Site visits and existing “exposure tours” such as CBSR’s “Seeing is Believing
• Existing investor to potential investor meetings
Marketing Approach for Business Location in the Downtown Eastside

Encouraging businesses to locate in the Downtown Eastside needs to be conducted at a sector-wide
level given that approaching individual businesses would be very labour intensive, requiring
significant financial resources. Therefore, the marketing approach for this form of corporate
engagement is sector-wide, rather than company-specific. Sector-wide marketing initiatives to
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encourage existing businesses to remain and new businesses to locate in the Downtown Eastside
should be applied to the priority sectors identified in the Target Market Analysis and Opportunities
Section of the report. Given that return on investment (“ROI”) is a major attractor for this type of
corporate engagement, the focus of marketing tools and activities should be on the potential
financial benefits and competitive advantages related to locating businesses in the Downtown
Eastside.
Business Location in the Downtown Eastside
Sector-Wide Marketing Approach
Investment Business Location:
Type
The act of physically locating all or part of business operations within the
Downtown Eastside, companies, individuals, or other groups with the expectation
of financial return
Objective
• Raise awareness within key sectors about the opportunities for member
businesses to locate their business or a branch of their business in the
Downtown Eastside
Audience
• Specific association (identified previously in the report) for each sector
• Target the association’s executive management staff (i.e. President or Executive
Director)
Media
• Association newsletters
• Association websites
• Annual association conferences
• Personal communication with association presidents
• VA Corporate Engagement Annual Conference
• VA Corporate Engagement breakfast speaker series
• VA Website
Tools
• Benefits package, focusing on the potential competitive advantages related to
locating businesses in the Downtown Eastside
• Business resource centre to assist businesses:
o Identify appropriate locations in the Downtown Eastside for their
business
o Understand possible government incentives available to certain
types of businesses that choose to locate in the Downtown
Eastside
o Connect with complementary businesses and service providers in
the Downtown Eastside (real estate, financial services, human
resources, etc.)
Activities
• Notice/Advertisements/Articles for association newsletters and websites
featuring:
o Benefits package
o Business resource centre
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Marketing Approach for Corporate Procurement

The marketing approach for this form of corporate engagement is two-pronged, focusing:
•

First, on each priority sector; and,

•

Second on each priority company within each target sector.

Sector-Wide Marketing Approach
Sector-wide marketing initiatives to encourage corporate procurement should be applied to the
priority sectors identified in the Target Market Analysis and Opportunities Section of the report.
Corporate Grants and Corporate Resources
Sector-Wide Marketing Approach
Investment Corporate Procurement:
Type
Companies consciously choosing to purchase products or services from Downtown
Eastside businesses or employing residents from the Downtown Eastside
Objective
• Raise awareness within the sector about opportunities for procuring products
and services from Downtown Eastside businesses or employing residents from
the Downtown Eastside
Audience
• Specific association (identified previously in the report) for each sector
• Target the association’s executive management staff (i.e. President or Executive
Director)
Media
• Association newsletters
• Association websites
• Annual association conferences
• Personal communication with association presidents
• VA Corporate Engagement Annual Conference
• VA Corporate Engagement breakfast speaker series
Tools
• Existing programs, such as the Social Purchasing Portal and Stars for Success
• VA Corporate Engagement Program Guide (brochure)
• VA Corporate Engagement Newsletter
• Benefits package that focuses on the types of benefits associated corporate
procurement
• Speaking Engagement/Presentation Tool
• VA Website
Activities
• Direct mail to association president: personalized letter, VA Corporate
Engagement Newsletter and Program Guide
• Notice/Advertisements/Articles for newsletters and websites
• Speaking engagement at annual association conferences
• Invitation of association president to: VA Corporate Engagement Annual
Conference and breakfast speaker series
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Company-Specific Marketing Approach
Company-specific marketing initiatives to encourage subscription to the Social Purchasing Portal
and other related programs that encourage corporate procurement from Downtown Eastside
businesses need to focus on targeted companies, many of which are located within the Vancouver
business district. This list of companies expands beyond the individual target companies identified
earlier in this report.
Corporate Procurement
Company-Specific Marketing Approach
Investment Corporate Procurement:
Type
Companies consciously choosing to purchase products or services from Downtown
Eastside businesses or employing residents from the Downtown Eastside
Objective
• Increase corporate engagement in the form of corporate procurement from
businesses located in the Downtown Eastside
Audience
• Major companies located within the Vancouver business district
• Target senior company officials
(e.g., Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operating Officer,
and/or Company President)
Media
• Personal communication
• VA Corporate Engagement Annual Conference
• VA Corporate Engagement breakfast speaker series
Tools
• Menu of procurement opportunities, many of which will be available through
existing programs, such as the Social Purchasing Portal and Stars for Success
• Existing programs such as CBSR’s “Seeing is Believing”
• VA Corporate Engagement Program Guide (brochure)
• Benefits package that focuses on the types of benefits associated with corporate
procurement from Downtown Eastside businesses
Activities
• Direct mail to senior company officials
• Follow-up telephone call with senior company officials
• Follow-up meeting/series of meetings with senior company officials
• Invitation of senior company official to: VA Corporate Engagement Annual
Conference and breakfast speaker series
• Site visits and existing “exposure tours” such as CBSR’s “Seeing is Believing
• Existing investor to potential investor meetings
Conclusions

This section presented marketing approaches for each of the five types of corporate engagement.
With the exception of the marketing approach to encourage businesses to locate in the Downtown
Eastside, a two prong approach is recommended:
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•

A more general approach, aimed at increasing awareness about corporate engagement
activities within specific sector associations; and,

•

A company-specific approach aimed at several target companies within each sector that
are considered priority prospects for attracting corporate engagement in the form of
corporate grants, corporate resources, corporate investment and/or corporate procurement.

It is important to recognize that many of the marking activities identified in this section link back to
specific strategies and activities identified in the Vision, Goals and Strategies section of the report.
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Partner Benefits Approach
Introduction

The purpose of this section is to outline the range of potential benefits that could accrue to
corporate partners as a result of their involvement in the Downtown Eastside. As defined in the
Corporate Engagement Vision, there should be a flow of value that benefits the Downtown Eastside
by working towards the broader VA goals, and the flow of benefits should also go in the other
direction, bringing value to the corporate partners.
Benefits Framework

At its simplest level, the benefits that could accrue to corporate partners could be one of two
overarching benefit types: non-financial returns and financial return. Within these two benefit
classes, all types of corporate benefit would fall. The following list, adapted from Natural Resources
Canada’s report on Corporate Social Responsibility 28 , is a more detailed list of potential corporate
benefits from engagement in the Downtown Eastside:
1. Improve Reputation
2. Promote Brand Image (e.g., logo on website, etc.)
3. Address Corporate Values “Right thing to Do”
4. Improve Relations With Stakeholders (e.g., investors, bond agencies and banks)
5. Improve Access to Markets / Customers
6. Expedite Permitting / Relations with Regulators
7. Social License to Operate or Grow (e.g., better community/regulator acceptance)
8. Cost Savings (e.g., investments in health programs results in fewer employee sick days)
9. Increase Employee Morale and Productivity (employees associate with corporate values)
10. Attract and Retain Employees (potential employees consider corporate values)
11. Reduce Business Risk through better government and public relations
12. Stimulate Innovation by re-examining core business models
13. Input to Corporate Strategic Planning

28 Sustainable Development and International Affairs, Corporate Policy and Portfolio Coordination
Branch, Natural Resources Canada, 2006
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Summary of Corporate Engagement Benefits

The following table shows which of the benefits could result from each of the five types of
corporate engagement described in the previous section. While the specific benefits will vary
depending on the level of sponsorship and the specific requirements of each corporate investor, this
matrix can be used to generally describe which benefits would result from each type of engagement.
Type of Benefits
Improve Reputation
Promote Brand Image (e.g.,
logo on website, etc.)
Address Corporate Values
“Right thing to Do”
Improve Relations With
Stakeholders
Improve Access to Markets /
Customers
Expedite Permitting /
Relations with Regulators
Access to Government
Incentives
Proximity to Supplies
Cost Savings – lower rent or
land price
Cost savings –
supplies/goods/ services
Space availability
Increase Revenue
Increase Employee Morale and
Productivity
Attract and Maintain Skilled
Employees
Improve Reputation with
Investors, Bond Agencies,
Banks
Link with like-minded
corporate interests to achieve
common objectives
Leverage resources
Co-operative Marketing
Access to labour pool

Grants

Resources

Investment

Location

Procurement
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Process for Negotiating Benefits Packages

As indicated in the trends section above, one of the most important benefits that companies gain
from CR is brand awareness and positive recognition from the marketplace. As indicated in the
table above, brand awareness and recognition are achieved primarily through grants and through the
provision of corporate resources. The ability of the company to achieve those benefits will largely
depend on its ability to leverage promotional opportunities.
The VA will have the ability to negotiate with the corporation and to try to gain additional grants or
resources, in exchange for more visibility, more recognition, and more opportunities for the
company to leverage off of its engagement. An assessment of costing and appropriateness of the
negotiable benefit items should be carried out, and an appropriate hierarchical “menu” developed.
Examples of potential benefit items, include:
•

Logo/recognition in VA materials

•

Logo/recognition on VA web site,

•

VA press release to publicize company’s efforts

•

Logo/recognition at VA events

•

Certificate / plaque of Appreciation, presented by dignitary

•

Consideration for corporate engagement award at annual gala

An example of a more detailed Benefits “Menu” geared to corporations providing grants and/or
resources has been created and included as Appendix C.
Conclusions

Each company that considers becoming involved in corporate engagement through one of the five
engagement types presented in this plan will be attracted to a different range and combination of
potential benefits from their involvement. A company with a public presence, and which deals with
a wide range of customers and stakeholders, would be attracted by the potential for an improved
brand image. Some companies will simply acknowledge that corporate engagement in the
Downtown Eastside is the right thing to do. Whatever the motivation, the key for many companies’
involvement will be the options to be involved to greater or lesser degree, and the awareness of the
value that will flow between themselves and the Downtown Eastside.
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Implementation Framework
Introduction

This section presents an implementation framework for the VA Corporate Engagement Plan. It is
important to recognize that the Corporate Engagement Plan is comprehensive, covering a range of
types of corporate engagement and a range of engagement partners. To achieve the Corporate
Engagement vision, goals and activities, dedicated staff and financial resources are required.
Implementation of the plan will not be a part-time endeavor.
Consequently, prior to commencing the implementation, certain critical steps need to be taken with
both internal and external partners and organizations. These steps are as follows.
External
Enhanced relationships with external partners, both existing and new, will be critical to effectively
implement the VA Corporate Engagement Plan. Recommended next steps with regard to external
partners are to:
1. Provide an overview of the Corporate Engagement Plan
2. Discuss opportunities to work collaboratively in areas where existing initiatives and
mandates of partners and other organizations correspond with the goals, strategies and
activities identified in the VA Corporate Engagement Plan
3. Work collaboratively to identify logical lead organizations for specific goals and strategies
(see the Implementation Framework table below)
Internal
An important initial activity is to design a business case with the intention of garnering the internal
resources required to implement part or all of the VA Corporate Engagement Plan. The
recommended next steps with regard to internal audiences are to:
1. Brief senior representatives from the three levels of government about the VA’s intention to
develop a business case which the VA will eventually present to them for approval
2. Identify the resources required to implement the short-term strategies and medium-term
strategies identified in the VA Corporate Engagement Plan
3. Estimate the targeted return on investment (e.g. secured corporate engagement) for the first
five years of the Plan’s implementation
4. Using the estimates derived through Steps 2 and 3, in addition to the content of the
Corporate Engagement Plan, develop a business case for securing the resources required to
implement all or part of the Corporate Engagement Plan
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Implementation Framework

The following implementation framework provides general direction with regard to timing for the
implementation of the VA Corporate Engagement Plan. It assumes that a business case was
developed and resulted in the VA securing adequate resources to implement the Corporate
Engagement Plan. After discussing the implementation with internal and external partners, there
will be a need to:
•

Provide more a more detailed schedule for timing for each of the actions steps that fall
under the strategies (see the Vision, Goals and Strategies report section); and,

•

Identify the most appropriate partner or organization to lead specific initiatives.
Goal and Strategy

Timing 29

Lead

GOAL A

Establish a foundation that will enable to the VA to effectively
implement the VA Corporate Engagement Plan

Strategy A.1

Formalize the function of VA Corporate Engagement

ST

TBD

Strategy A.2

Build the capacity to implement the VA Corporate Engagement Plan

ST

TBD

Strategy A.3

Establish the capacity for the ongoing collection and monitoring of
critical industry and market intelligence

ST

TBD

Strategy A.4

Establish processes for coordinating with existing, related programs to
help maximize corporate engagement

ST

TBD

Strategy A.5

Establish processes for determining and regularly updating the resource
requirements for specific VA DTES programs

ST

TBD

Strategy A.6

Establish methods for increasing the profile of corporate engagement
within Vancouver

ST

TBD

GOAL B

Maintain and sustain existing businesses involved in the DTES
by ensuring the needs of these businesses are an integral part of
the Corporate Engagement Plan

Strategy B.1

Maintain an inventory of current businesses and related business needs

ST

TBD

Strategy B.2

Establish a forum to network existing DTES businesses

MT

TBD

Strategy B.3

Enhance the profile of DTES products and services

MT

TBD

Strategy B.4

Celebrate successes of the DTES

MT

TBD

GOAL C

Maintain and increase existing corporate engagement by
attracting increased financial and in-kind investment/support
from existing corporate partners

Strategy C.1

Maintain an inventory of current corporate investors

ST

TBD

Strategy C.2

Formally acknowledge the contributions of existing corporate investors

ST

TBD

Strategy C.3

Proactively seek increased investment from existing corporate partners

MT

TBD

29 Short-term (“ST”) = 1 to 2 years

Medium-term (“MT”) = 2 to 5 years
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Goal and Strategy

Timing 29

Lead

GOAL D

Attract new corporate investment for the DTES encompassing
the full range of corporate engagement activities

Strategy D.1

Maintain a sector inventory

ST

TBD

Strategy D.2

Establish a screening process to identify priority prospects

ST

TBD

Strategy D.3

Design benefits packages tailored to target sectors and target
companies

ST

TBD

Strategy D.4

Develop an “Investment Case” for target sectors and target companies

ST

TBD
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Appendix A
NAME

Visioning Workshop Participants
POSITION

ORGANIZATION

CONSULTING TREAM AND WORKSHOP FACILITATORS
Blake Hudema
James Smerdon
Jennifer Nichol
Sara Mimick

Residential Planning and Land
Use Economic Consultant
Planning and Demographic
Consultant
Senior Manager
Consultant

Hudema Consulting Group Ltd.
Hudema Consulting Group Ltd.
Grant Thornton LLP
Grant Thornton LLP

VANCOUVER AGREEMENT CORPORATE ENGAGEMENT PROJECT TEAM
Wendy Au
John Magor
Jean Kavanagh

Katrina Elliot

Corporate Engagement
Leads link - ICI
Corporate Engagement
Economic
Corporate Engagement
Communications
Corporate Engagement
Leads link – ICI, Economic,
Arts/Culture Strategy &
Investment Plan

City of Vancouver
Western Economic Diversification Canada
Vancouver Agreement Coordination Unit
Inner-City Partnerships Branch
Ministry of Community Services
Province of British Columbia

WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
George Hui

Economic, Chinatown

Isobel Donovan

Executive Coordinator

Remick Ho

Foundations, Chinatown

Nathan Edelson

Economic, Employment,
Arts/Culture Strategy &
Investment Plan

Donald
MacPherson
Cathy Chalupa
Phillip Lee
Nancy Taylor
Jill Davidson
Monica Jako
Jane Hopkins
Maria Hudspith
Lorraine Cameron
Margaret Dickson
Sandie Romanczak
Elisabeth Geller

Four Pillars, Policy
Leads link, UAS
Strategic Policy, Planning &
Economic Analysis
Victoria Agreement
Housing, ICI
Housing, ICI
Housing, SCPI, Federal
Corporate Engagement
Public Engagement
Womens’ Task Team

Interim CEO
Manager, Community &
Environment Programs

Chinatown
City of Vancouver
Vancouver Agreement Coordination Unit
Inner-City Partnerships Branch
Ministry of Community Services
Province of British Columbia
City of Vancouver
Drug Policy Coordinator
City of Vancouver
Western Economic Diversification Canada
Western Economic Diversification Canada
City of Victoria
City of Vancouver
BC Housing
Service Canada
Vancouver Coastal Health Authority
Status of Women Canada
Vancouver Organizing Committee for the 2010
Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games (VANOC)
B.O.B.
Vancity
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Appendix B

11
21
22
23
31
32
33
42
44
45
48
49
51
52
53
54
55
56
61
62
71
72
81
92

North American Industry Classification System Sectors

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
Mining
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Management of Companies and Enterprises
Administrative, Support, Waste Management Services
Educational Services
Health Care and Social Assistance
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Accommodation and Food Services
Personal and Other Services
Public Administration
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Appendix C – Sample Corporate Partners Benefits “Menu”

Corporate Partners Benefits Menu 2007
The following is an example of a Corporate Partners Benefits Menu designed to provide a range of brand
awareness and recognition benefits to corporate engagement partners that provide corporate grants and
corporate resources to the VA Downtown Eastside programs. At this stage, the benefits provided in the
package are samples only as a comprehensive assessment of the costs, appropriateness and suitability
associated with providing specific benefits will be required by the VA and/or its associated organizations.
It is important to recognize that many of the benefits identified in this menu link back to specific strategies
and actions in the Vision, Goals and Strategies Section, as well as marketing media, tools, and activities in the
Marketing Approaches Section.

Corporate Grant and Resource Opportunities
The VA Corporate Partners Benefits Menu offers four levels of contribution, enabling businesses of all sizes
to participate at the level that best suits their contribution goals.

Platinum – 1 only valued @ more than $TBD
Gold – 4 only valued @ $TBD to $TBD
Silver – 10 only valued @ $TBD to $TBD
Bronze – Unlimited valued @ $TBD to $TBD
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PLATINUM PARTNER PACKAGE – VALUED AT $TBD
There is only one Platinum Partner each year.
VA Quarterly Newsletter
♦ Front page recognition
♦ Front page feature articles
♦ Maximum word length company profile
♦ Advertising or insert
VA Website
♦ Corporate listing on website providing a direct link to company’s website, including corporate
logo
♦ Email address listing four company representatives
Annual Corporate Engagement Conference and Gala Awards Ceremony
♦ Corporate logo slide during program
♦ Welcome address from the podium
♦ Four complimentary tickets
Sponsorship for VA Corporate Engagement Special Events
♦ As a PLATINUM Partner, you will sponsor a PREMIER event of your choice to be selected in
conjunction with the VA and its associated organizations
♦ Media coverage of event
♦ Recognition at the event
VA Events
♦ Four complimentary tickets to every VA corporate engagement events in 2007
♦ Four tickets to all VA events at a discounted partners rate
Signage
♦ Partner recognition signage all VA corporate engagement events
Participation
♦ Committee participation from listed company representatives
VA Logo
♦ The official “VA Corporate Partner” logo available for authorized use on corporate stationary,
advertising and for all other marketing activities
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GOLD PARTNER PACKAGE – VALUED AT $TBD
There are only four Gold Partners each year.
VA Quarterly Newsletter
♦ Quarter page add in VA newsletter
♦ Maximum word length company profile
VA Website
♦ Corporate listing on website providing a direct link to company’s website, including corporate
logo
♦ Email address listing three company representatives
Annual Corporate Engagement Conference and Gala Awards Ceremony
♦ Corporate logo slide during program (group slide)
♦ Three complimentary tickets
Sponsorship for VA Corporate Engagement Special Events
♦ As a GOLD Partner, you will sponsor a PREMIER event of your choice to be selected in
conjunction with the VA and its associated organizations
VA Events
♦ Three complimentary tickets to every VA corporate engagement events in 2007
Signage
♦ Partner recognition signage all VA corporate engagement events
Participation
♦ Committee participation from listed company representatives
VA Logo
♦ The official “VA Corporate Partner” logo available for authorized use on corporate stationary,
advertising and for all other marketing activities
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SILVER PARTNER PACKAGE – VALUED AT $TBD
There are only ten Silver Partners each year.
VA Quarterly Newsletter
♦ Recognition on the back page of the VA Quarterly Newsletter
VA Website
♦ Corporate listing on website providing a direct link to company’s website, including corporate
logo
♦ Email address listing two company representatives
Annual Corporate Engagement Conference and Gala Awards Ceremony
♦ Two complimentary tickets
VA Events
♦ Two tickets to every VA corporate engagement events in 2007 at the discounted partners rate
Signage
♦ Partner recognition signage all VA corporate engagement events
Participation
♦ Committee participation from listed company representatives
VA Logo
♦ The official “VA Corporate Partner” logo available for authorized use on corporate stationary,
advertising and for all other marketing activities
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BRONZE PARTNER PACKAGE – VALUED AT $TBD
There are an unlimited number of bronze sponsorships available.
VA Quarterly Newsletter
♦ Recognition on the back page of the VA Quarterly Newsletter
VA Website
♦ Corporate listing on website providing a direct link to company’s website
♦ Email address listing for one company representative
Annual Corporate Engagement Conference and Gala Awards Ceremony
♦ Local media coverage
♦ Signage at reception
VA Events
♦ One ticket to every VA corporate engagement events in 2007 at the discounted partners rate
Participation
♦ Committee participation from listed company representatives

